
Shenzhen Kastone Exhibition Corp., Ltd (stock code: 832971) has been honored for two consecutive years as No.1 special equipment construction 
service provider for CIIE Enterprise & Business Exhibition. Kastone is the expert which focus on customer’s experience and actual effect. Kastone used 
the combination of marketing thinking and off-line activities to maximize customer’s brand value. We has the certification about “High-Tech Enterprise 
Certificate” “First-class Certificate of Engineering issued by China Association of Exhibition Centers” “Industrial Design Center”, ect. According these years, 
Kastone won trust and support from world-class enterprise. Such as: Alibaba, Tencent, Huawei, Haier, Midea, Mercedes-Benz, Maserati, Great Wall, BYD, 
ect,. Our design attitude is "efficient, simple, wise, and intelligent". On the meanwhile, Kastone has invested in many multinational design institutions. 
Our company distribute in five places, and the area of our engineering service center is over 115,000 square meters. In terms of personnel, we have a 
professional team to serve foreign exhibitors. Since several years layout, from design to engineering, these are all provide the strong guarantee for the 
project operation. Since the first CIIE, we have successively served many national pavilions and fortune 500 corporate pavilions, which won high praise 
from customers, and have the honor about the green booth award of national and enterprise pavilions for two consecutive years. In order to provide better 
exhibition services and build a convenient platform, Kastone has set up a special service office for CIIE in Hongqiao (Block A of the National Convention and 
Exhibition Center). Kastone adheres to the brand concept of "deep experience, high efficiency, high quality and sincere service", looking forward to create a 
brilliant future with you ! Our Website: www.kastone.com.cn

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ001
Shenzhen Kastone 
Exhibition Corp.,Ltd.
Room 25, 5/F, Building 5E, 
Software Industry Base, No. 
1004 Keyuan Road, Nanshan 
District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 
Province

Joe Chen
(ContactsNo.1)

Gorsh Gao
(ContactsNo.2)

Cecily Yang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-755-82711000 86-17722598622 86-18129907680

Mobile 86-15602267516
86-13147055365 86-18098925672 86-18129907680

E-Mail chenfan@kastone.com.cn gaoxin@kastone.com.cn yx@kastone.com.cn

RIMS Expo Corp., Ltd. (Symbol: RIMS, NEEQ: 871982), a full-service company based on client demand and online strategy, focuses on the field of 
exhibition, with offline experience at the core. The company is committed to making pragmatic annual strategy and marketing tactics according to the clients' 
brand strategy and marketing tactics. Highly accessible, RIMS is located in Wuhan, the hinterland of the Central Plains. Its own factory covers an area of 
30,000 square meters, with standard production, pre-fabrication and warehousing facilities as well as advanced production and processing equipment. Over 
the years, RIMS has trained a group of experienced management and skilled technical teams, with 80% of team members serving the exhibition industry 
for more than one decade. In a short period of years from 2012 to 2017, RIMS has rapidly become one of the leading exhibition service providers in China, 
and one of the first companies in the industry certified by the ISO9001:2008 Quality Management System. Besides, RIMS has obtained the Level 1 licenses 
for exhibition & display engineering design and construction integration as well as exhibition engineering issued by the China Association for Exhibition 
Centers. In January 2016, the shareholding reform of the company was completed, and RIMS has formally become a NEEQ-listed company in 2017, 
which is the first exhibition enterprise in Hubei Province to make such an achievement. At the China International Import Expo 2018, RIMS carried out the 
production and setup of booths for three national pavilions and seven enterprise pavilions, including the UK Pavilion and the Finnish Pavilion, which won the 
second prize of Green Booth of National Pavilions at the first China International Import Expo, receiving high appraisal from the clients.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ002
RIMS Expo Corp., Ltd.
Room 1809-12, Building 1, 
New World International Trade 
Tower, No. 568 Jianshe Avenue, 
Jianghan District, Wuhan, Hubei 
Province

Rena Liang
(ContactsNo.1)

Marshall Yan
(ContactsNo.2)

Emily Tian
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-27-85577063 86-27-85577063 86-27-85557763

Mobile 86-18672784530 86-18627971203 86-18627733911

E-Mail liangyan@rims.com.cn yanzhangchi@rims.com.cn tianjuan@rims.com.cn

Founded in 2006, Shanghai Pinbang Advertising Co., Ltd. (BrandNation) is committed to providing one-stop design and setup services for global 
exhibitions. Headquartered in the Hongqiao World Center, 7 minutes' walk from the CIIE venue, BrandNation provides fast, hassle-free and professional 
exhibition services for exhibitors at the CIIE. Focusing on cultural creativity, it leverages 3D, holography and other multimedia technologies to serve 
global customers across the whole industry chain from conceptual design to implementation, providing global exhibition services for Fortune Global 500 
companies. BrandNation advocates the life-oriented management model, pursues ecological development, and takes business owners, employees, 
customers, suppliers, competitors, community, society and nature into consideration. The company is certified by the GB/T I9001-2016/ISO 9001:2015 
Quality Management System, and is a member of the China Association for Exhibition Centers. It has provided services for the Canton Fair, the Appliance & 
Electronics World Expo (AWE), the Shanghai International Automobile Industry Exhibition, the German Medical Exhibition (MEDICA), the China International 
Food and Beverages Exhibition (SIALCHINA), bauma Exhibition and so on. Sharing, Connection, Resources, Value is the structure of the life cycle we 
always respect, and is also the basis of our success.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ003
Shanghai Pinbang 
Advertising Co., Ltd.
Room 209, Building A, Block L3, 
Hongqiao World Center, Lane 
1588, Zhuguang Road, Qingpu 
District, Shanghai

Ailie Yan
(ContactsNo.1)

Jason Huang
(ContactsNo.2)

Will Ma
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-60296201 86-21-60296207 86-21-60296206

Mobile 86-13918355988 86-15209629333 86-13761751980

E-Mail 2010@pinbang.com gc001@pinbang.com china@pinbang.com
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Beijing Diaoyutai Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd. is committed to providing professional services for organizing conferences, exhibitions and related 
activities. Diaoyutai Conference and Exhibition provides one-stop standardized services from early planning, public relations consultation, and marketing 
to medium-term planning and design, on-site setup, equipment supply, and field implementation to the summary report and project evaluation after the 
exhibition. We always adhere to reasonable budget control and efficient process management, pursuing the "maximization of project effect", creating a 
comprehensive and sophisticated, effective professional solution for each customer, and growing together with them. The company plans and organizes 
business travel activities such as domestic and foreign conferences, professional academic forums, summits, training, exhibitions, and incentive tour, 
providing an all-round stewardship team operation service that covers registration and check-in management, pick-up station management, ambassador-
class conference reception, conference operation management, catering, banquets, performances, entertainment, accommodation, transportation, tour 
guides, etc., from the organization of the conference to the reception at the destination. We pursue the perfect service quality, providing you with a space to 
experience the charm of colorful culture, creating a wonderful personalized experience specific to you, and integrating innovative and unique services and 
products for you. Think for you, go with you.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ004
Beijing Diaoyutai 
Conference and 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
No. 2 Fucheng Road, Haidian 
District, Beijing

Linda Tong
(ContactsNo.1)

Yolanda Feng
(ContactsNo.2)

Bella Bai
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-58591372 86-10-58591372 86-10-58591372

Mobile 86-18910656037 86-18910656010 86-18910656057

E-Mail dythz_mice@163.com dythz_mice@163.com dythz_service@163.com
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Established on November 18, 1997, AVIC HUIYING (BEIJING) EXHIBITION Co., Ltd., formerly known as AVIC International Exhibition Co., 
Ltd., is a wholly owned subsidiary of AVIC Culture Co., Ltd., with a registered capital of RMB 10 million. Since its establishment, the company 
has undertaken the design, exhibition invitation, setup, business and security services of the main exhibition areas at the China International 
Aviation and Aerospace Exhibition in Zhuhai, the China Tianjin International Helicopter Expo, the Beijing Air Show and the Shenzhen Cultural 
Expo, accumulating rich experience in large-scale international and domestic exhibitions. In recent years, it has designed and built more 
than 50 exhibition halls of aviation, aerospace, weapons, military and local governments, which have been well received by customers and 
industry insiders. It has planned and undertaken such theme activities as the World Aviation Centennial Retrospective Exhibition, the China 
Aviation Centennial Retrospective Exhibition, the "China Aviation Industry Cup" International Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Innovation Grand Prix, 
and the Helicopter Night in Tianjin Port. In addition, it has successfully become the agency of the world's well-known brands such as Sony, 
Samsung and other franchise stores to expand the market, further enhancing the brand value and core competitiveness of AVIC HUIYING.   
Guided by the philosophy of "Serving the Country by Aviation, Strengthening the Army and Enriching the People", AVIC HUIYING adheres to the core 
concept of "Boundless Creativity, Sincere Service and Shared Growth" and integrates "Innovation, Value and Win-win Result" into the whole cycle of 
customer services. The company has a consulting team of well-known experts and scholars in the industry, and has established a scientific and dynamic 
supplier management system. With more than 10 qualifications such as ISO9001 International Quality Management System, military secret-related 
consulting service qualification, and construction enterprise qualification certificate, the company is committed to providing customers with service value 
beyond expectations, thereby growing into an asipiring, dignified, professional company showing love. 

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ005
AVIC HUIYING 
(BEIJING) 
EXHIBITION Co., Ltd
2/F, Building C, Shuguang 
Tower, No. 5, Jingshun Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing

Jason Zhang
(ContactsNo.1)

Alice Sun
(ContactsNo.2)

Leon Li
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-85672716 86-10-85672723 86-10-85672756

Mobile 86-13901314537 86-13426244912 86-13910127387

E-Mail ZHHY_2020@163.com ZHHY_2020@163.com ZHHY_2020@163.com

Beijing CIEC International Exhibition Construction CO., LTD., a wholly owned subsidiary of CIEC Group and affiliated to the China Council for the Promotion 
of International Trade, is a large state-owned enterprise specializing in exhibition design and setup, and is also an exhibition company with the longest 
history in China. It has the Level 1 license for exhibition & display engineering design and construction integration issued by China Association for Exhibition 
Centers, and has been certified by the ISO9001:2015 Quality Management System. In 2018, it was shortlisted for the recommended cutom-built booth 
service provider for the first China International Import Expo Enterprise & Business Exhibition. It has undertaken the design and setup work of many 
national key projects such as exhibitions supporting state leaders' high-level visits, the World Expo and International Horticultural Exhibition, winning the 
reputation as the "National Team" in the exhibition industry. The company has served the International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 in Beijing, China, the 
China Pavilion of Astana Kazakhstan Expo 2017 (Silver Award of Theme Interpretation), the Milan Expo 2015, the Expo 2012 Yeosu Korea and World Expo 
2010 Shanghai China, the 2018 Lancang-Mekong River Countries Economic and Technological Exhibition, the 2018 China (Panama) Brand Exhibition, etc. 
China International Exhibition Center (Beijing), the company’s own venue, hosts more than 100 exhibitions every year.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ006
Beijing CIEC 
International Exhibition 
Construction CO., LTD.
No. 6, North 3rd Ring East Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing

Chong Xie
(ContactsNo.1)

Jenny Bao
(ContactsNo.2)

Bin Liu
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-84600424 86-10-84600453 86-10-84600440

Mobile 86-18511483780 86-18573321992 86-18611090006

E-Mail xiechong@ciec.com.cn baojingxian@ciec.com.cn liubin@ciec.com.cn
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Founded in 1952 in Stuttgart, Germany, Raumtechnik is affiliated to Project World Wide Group in the United States. It is a sister company 
of George P. Johnson, a century-old integrated activities and experiential marketing company. Raumtechnik has been committed to the 
exhibition engineering service industry as the leader of the German exhibition engineering industry for over six decades, with plant facilities 
covering an area of more than 30,000 square meters. It has set up subsidiaries successively in Cologne, Munich, and Katowice, Poland.  
In 2011, Raumtechnik establ ished a whol ly owned subsidiary cal led Raumtechnik China (RTC) in Shanghai ,  China. RTC is an 
international elite team with many years of top exhibition construction experience, high efficiency, excellence and passion. With nearly 
13,000 square meters of production and warehousing faci l i t ies in China, we fol low the advanced management model of German 
headquarters, and have established a strong quality assurance system. With years of deep understanding of high-end brands, we 
are committed to creating a high-end, personalized and experiential brand promotion and communication platform for customers.  
RTC is mainly engaged in creative design, project management, production execution and a full range of exhibition services. We leverage international 
design concepts and exquisite German craftsmanship to provide services to domestic and foreign brand customers, including Mercedes-Benz, BMW, NIO, 
Lamborghini, Infiniti, Porsche, Siemens, Huawei, Tencent, etc.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ007
Raumtechnik Event 
Services (Shanghai) 
Co., Ltd.
Room 502, Building A, No. 
6, Huazhong Road, Minhang 
District, Shanghai

Lily Yu
(ContactsNo.1)

Vicky Chen
(ContactsNo.2)

Andi Lu
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-50303665-161 86-21-50303665-132 86-21-50303665-121

Mobile 86-13524859125 86-13671934941 86-13916981577

E-Mail Lily.Yu@raumtechnik.com Vicky.Chen@raumtechnik.com Andi.Lu@raumtechnik.com

Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a professional exhibition enterprise affiliated to Donghao Lansheng (Group) Co., Ltd. The Company 
is China’s first exhibition organizer which has passed ISO9000 International Quality System Certification, and vice president company of Shanghai 
Convention & Exhibition Industries Association. Moreover, the Company has joined UFI (Union of International Fairs) and become its official member 
in 2004. The Company has the first-level qualification of exhibition engineering enterprise of China Association for Exhibition Centers, the first-level 
qualification of exhibition engineering enterprise of Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Industries Association, and the first-level qualification of the first batch 
of organizers (undertakers) in Shanghai convention & exhibition industries. The Company’s main business is divided into exhibition organizer (undertaker) 
and exhibition & display. Since its establishment in 1993, the Company has cultivated a number of industry brand exhibitions: APPP EXPO, International 
Green Architecture and Construction Materials (Shanghai) Expo and Shanghai International Lighting Expo, all of which have been certified by Union of 
International Fairs (UFI). In addition, the Company is unique in the field of exhibition & display. It has participated in Shanghai World Expo’s bid for World 
Expo and the projects of previous World Expos, acted as the exhibition general contracting enterprise of series exhibition tour of Shanghai World Expo, and 
selected as the recommended service provider of Shanghai World Expo. Furthermore, the Company undertakes a number of exhibition general contracting 
projects. In the post-expo phase, the company has undertaken Shanghai World Expo Anniversary Exhibition, Lishui World Expo Museum, Milano World 
Expo Museum, and the World Expo Museum Exhibition Project, which is the only world-class museum located in Shanghai at present; China Art Museum 
Exhibition Project, “National Mass Entrepreneurship and Innovation Week”, World Artificial Intelligence Conference and other large exhibition projects with 
domestic and international influence. Our company has a professional executive team which is composed of authoritative experts, well-known creative 
exhibition designers at home and abroad, senior exhibition designers, professional lighting designers, structure & material engineers, safety management 
teams and so on. In the two import expos, the Company has undertaken the design, construction, exhibition arrangement, operation and maintenance of 
nearly 100 booths, including national pavilion of import expos, CCTV studio and enterprise pavilion. Its industry covers service trade, financial services, 
medical health, consumer goods, food and other fields.  

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ008
Shanghai Modern 
International 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
17/F, 18/F, Ningdong Tower, No. 
8, Shengze Road, Huangpu 
District, Shanghai

Ding Han
(ContactsNo.1)

Lizhang Xie
(ContactsNo.2)

Lin Li
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-63288899*142 86-21-63288899*803 86-21-63288899*110

Mobile 86-13472757194 86-13524110301 86-13916972493

E-Mail 86503722@qq.com 
haneast2000@sina.com

88948617@qq.com 
scorpiotimmy@hotmail.com lilian@chinamie.com
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Beijing Huazhu Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a leading all-in-one exhibition service provider dedicated to the plan, design and construction of exhibitions, events 
and conferences. Huazhu persistently insists on international design concept, rigorous work flow and perfect service system, thus providing customers with 
professional high-quality exhibition solutions covering all fields.Over the years, Huazhu has maintained cooperative relations with many international customers, 
providing them with professional exhibition planning, design and setup services. We have a deep understanding in terms of business communication, planning 
and design, international exhibition process standards, etc., and have professional experience in working with international customers.Huazhu always adheres 
to the idea “Quality makes excellence”. With years of experience and constant pursuit of excellence in exhibition industry, Huazhu is highly professional in all 
the exhibition process including planning, designing and constructing, as thus, it always provides the exhibitors with customized professional ,accurate and 
efficient exhibition solutions, scientifically maximizes the awareness and influence of the exhibited brand and ultimately, expand the market share.Huazhu, 
which is good at learning and summing up, adheres to the work approach that complies with international standards and leading the trends, and observes the 
service concept of ""stay committed to providing customers with the most reasonable design, the most professional construction management, and the most 
thoughtful setup service"" to meet the exhibition needs of customers around the world to the fullest extent.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ009
Beijing Huazhu 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Building B-3, No. 211, 
Caochangdi Art Zone, Chaoyang 
District, Beijing

Waye Zhu
(ContactsNo.1)

Tynisha Jing
(ContactsNo.2)

Hardy Zhou
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-84315699-808 86-10-84315699-806 86-10-84316399-802

Mobile 86-13810380845 86-15110118708 86-13520082676

E-Mail wayne.zhu@bjhze.com tynisha.jing@bjhze.com service@bjhze.com

Shanghai YICAI Exhibition Services Co., Ltd. is a professional international exhibition company dedicated to global exhibition design and setup, and 
providing globally integrated international exhibition services. The company has been certified by ISO9001 Quality Management System, ISO14001 
Environmental Management System, and has the Level 1 licenses for Exhibition & Display Engineering Design and Setup Integration, and for Exhibition 
Engineering issued by China Association for Exhibition Centers, as well as the Level 2 license for Professional Contracting of Building Decoration 
Engineering Projects. In China, YICAI has provided high-quality service for many exhibitions including the German Medical Exhibition (MEDICA), the 
Artificial Intelligence Exhibition (CIEC), Industry Expo (CIIF), the Appliance World Expo (AWE), CHINAJOY, the China International Kitchen and Bathroom 
Expo, Auto Shanghai, the SNEC International Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart Energy Conference & Exhibition, the China International Furniture 
Expo, the China International Trade Fair for Home Textiles and Accessories, the International Wallpaper Textiles Exhibition for Building Decorations & 
Building Materials, etc. The company adheres to the service concept of ""Integrity First, Pursuing Breakthrough; Superior Quality, Excellent Service"", 
persisting in the development approach that features strictness, brand-orientation and internationalization, gathering a group of excellent design teams 
and strict project construction management talents. YICAI International is located in Shanghai and serves the whole world with a high-quality industrial 
chain supply network. YICAI has a group of high-quality professional exhibition practitioners in Germany, with exhibition service outlets set up in dozens 
of countries and regions including the United Kingdom, France, India, Brazil, Japan, Singapore, Dubai, Russia, Spain, Hong Kong, Taiwan, etc., providing 
customers with globally integrated exhibition solutions. The company delivers satisfactory services to hundreds of well-known enterprises around the world 
every year, winning recognition from an increasing number of customers at home and abroad and finally becoming their strategic partner.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ010
Shanghai YICAI 
Exhibition Services 
Co., Ltd.
Room 319, Building 11, No. 3855 
Shangnan Road, Pudong New 
Area, Shanghai

Dana Xu
(ContactsNo.1)

Rose Wang
(ContactsNo.2)

Yuanhua Luo
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-61053190-818 86-21-61053190 86-21-61053190

Mobile 86-18221713827 86-18221710782 86-13917428766

E-Mail danaxu@yicaiexpo.com wanghui@yicaiexpo.com luo@yicaiexpo.com

Founded in 2011, Shanghai Shining Expo Co., Ltd., was set up by a group of professionals engaged in the exhibition industry at home and abroad for more 
than ten years, specializing in exhibition design and setup, conference and activities planning, and exhibition hall planning. The company enlightens the 
source of wisdom and provides customers with the most effective brand experience and unique creativity. At present, with Shanghai and Germany at the 
core, the company operates warehouse or factories in developed exhibition countries and regions such as Europe, the United States, India and others, 
which can respond to customer’s needs in a timely and rapid manner, restore design renderings, and provide design, production, installation, move-out 
and other one-stop integrated services. So far, the company has been focusing on the exhibition industry for eight years. Thanks to the perseverance and 
meticulous craftsmanship, with the cumulative exhibition area of over 1.5 million square meters and 5,000 custom-built booths completed, the company 
serves more than 400 large and medium-sized brands with its footprint in more than 300 cities all over the world.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ011
SHANGHAI SHINING 
EXPO CO., LTD.
Rooms 2504 and 2505, 
Suncome Liauw's Plaza, No. 
738, Shangcheng Road, Pudong 
New Area, Shanghai

Julie Huang
(ContactsNo.1)

Rita Qian
(ContactsNo.2)

Kevin Xiong
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-65043350 86-21-65043350 86-21-65043350

Mobile 86-13482686259 86-13918381013 86-18321313799

E-Mail julie.huang@shining-expo.cn rita.qian@shining-expo.cn kevin.xiong@shining-expo.cn
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Founded in 1961, Syma Holding AG is the first to introduce a booth built of "combined" aluminum, which is designed and arranged in a variety of ways 
with simple aluminum. At the same time, Syma has been trying to find sustainable solutions for materials, manage and develop flexible management and 
reusable new aluminum exhibition materials, and reduce the amount of waste produced in the setup phase by selecting recyclable materials as much 
as possible. Established on July 13, 1993, Shanghai Syma-Expo Ltd. is mainly engaged in exhibition engineering design, production, craft decoration, 
conference service, exhibition service, enterprise image planning, exhibition equipment rental, and tools processing and sales of its own offerings, etc. The 
first China International Import Expo, which attracted worldwide attention, was successfully held at the National Convention and Exhibition Center (Shanghai) 
from November 5 to 10, 2018. The company actively participated in the event and was honored to be one of the designated setup service prodivers. A 
special working group was set up for the first CIIE to ensure its smooth process. After over 340 days of joint efforts, Syma was committed to the success of 
the event with the world-leading creative team, excellent professional setup technology and high quality service. Thanks to the location advantages and the 
richness of customer resources, we have undertaken design, setup, move-in, operation and maintenance of more than a dozen booths involving automobile 
traffic, healthcare, financial services, engineering construction and other sectors in the national and enterprise pavilions.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ012
Shanghai Syma-Expo 
Ltd.
3/F, New Long March Commercial 
Building, No. 1263, Zhenbei 
Road, Putuo District, Shanghai 

Terry Luo
(ContactsNo.1)

Joanna Zhang
(ContactsNo.2)

Kings Chau
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-62388811-242 86-21-62388811-259 86-21-62388811-202

Mobile 86-13817630668 86-17702158681 86-13801857655

E-Mail terry.luo@syma.com.cn joanna.zhang@syma.com.cn kings.chau@syma.com.cn

COSCO Shipping Global Exhibition Services (Beijing) Co., Ltd., is part of China COSCO Shipping Corporation Limited which is China's large central enterprise 
and one of the Fortune Global 500 enterprises, with the business mainly covering areas of international trade fairs, art exhibitions, cultural relics exhibitions 
and government exchange activities, etc. Since 2000, it has long been committed to providing comprehensive one-stop solution-based services of planning 
and consultation, venue rental, design and production, international logistics and setup, media promotion, overseas reception and others in exhibitions for 
government departments, cultural and artistic institutions, social organizations, non-governmental organizations, enterprises and institutions, etc. At present, 
China COSCO Shipping Corporation Limited has established ten major overseas regional companies in Hong Kong, Europe, North America, South 
America, Southeast Asia, Western Asia, Africa, Australia, Japan and South Korea, along with about 1,050 overseas companies in more than 70 countries 
and regions, among which 8 have been listed, Relying on the comprehensive strength and global layout of the group and adhering to the service purpose of 
""Your success is our greatest wish"", the company has accumulated rich experience around the world with its professional work and responsible attitude. 
At present, a global service network and business chain with Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi'an as the center has been created, connecting the major 
countries of all continents. At the first China International Import Expo in 2018, the company created a 2,012 m2 boutique exhibition area for the "Service 
Trade Exhibition Area" in Hall 1 with a theme of "Belt and Road with Connectivity", which brought together 47 exhibitors from 22 countries. In addition, it 
also planned, designed and produced the multimedia exhibition program of "International Land-Sea Trade Corridor" for the China Pavilion.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ013
COSCO SHIPPING GLOBAL 
EXHIBITION SERVICES 
(BEIJING) CO., LTD.
7/F, COSCO Shipping Building, 
No. 220, Balizhuang Beili, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing

Uly Liu
(ContactsNo.1)

Zoey Li
(ContactsNo.2)

Cathy Zhong
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-65382586 86-10-51568304 86-10-51568321

Mobile 86-18817632668 86-15210157544 86-15811483267

E-Mail liulj@cosco-air.com.cn limingyu@cosco-air.com.cn zhongjh@cosco-air.com.cn

Guangzhou Xinbai Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a professional organization which integrates creative planning, design and construction, operation and 
management of projects around commercial exhibition, exhibition hall, events & meetings, commercial space, indoor and outdoor decoration and others. 
Over the years, the people-oriented company has been adhering to the development in a "branded, professional and sophisticated" manner, aiming at 
ecological and sustainable design. So far, the company's business scope has fully covered the country's major first-and second-tier cities, Hong Kong, 
Macao and Taiwan as well as overseas areas. Years of experience and accumulation has enabled Xinbai Exhibition to what it is now.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ014
Guangzhou Xinbai 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Building G2, Shigang International 
Apartment, East Xingang Road, 
Haizhu District, Guangzhou City, 
Guangdong Province

Bobby
(ContactsNo.1)

danny.wu
(ContactsNo.2)

Song ZhiWei
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-39883818 86-21-39887105 86-21-39887103

Mobile 86-13600007765 86-13262259986 86-13777518860

E-Mail Bo.Yang@tuoxun-sh.com zhongyuan.wu@tuoxun-sh.com miacapenta@outlook.de
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Founded in 2007, with a registered capital of 11.18 million yuan, Joinexpo（Shanghai（Co., Ltd. is a well-known international brand strategic service 
provider, providing all-round and one-stop brand activation services for customers around the world. JOINEXPO strives to achieve its mission for customers 
through different types of activation services including solutions ranging from conference forums, incentive tourism, thematic events, exhibitions to new 
retail and brand environments, exhibition halls and thematic environments, visual recognition, etc. We aim to activate the participants' brand experience, 
help customers to obtain competitive advantage, and realize the value expectation of "brand is memory" with our creativity, wisdom, execution and other 
core power. Based on China, JOINEXPO will expand itself to the world and build up an ideal and grand concept for brands!

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ015
Joinexpo (Shanghai) 
Co., Ltd.
Building G2, Shigang International 
Apartment, East Xingang Road, 
Haizhu District, Guangzhou City, 
Guangdong Province

David He
(ContactsNo.1)

Helen He
(ContactsNo.2)

Jie He
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-68936251 86-21-68936251 86-21-68936251

Mobile 86-18916363933 86-18916379818 86-18916362349

E-Mail David@joinexpo.com.cn Helen@joinexpo.com.cn Jie@joinexpo.com.cn

Committed to cultural and creative industries and with the purpose of “taking customer satisfaction as the core", Beijing Feel Young International Co., Ltd. 
serves customers with the business philosophy of "providing all-dimensional Committed to cultural and creative industries and with the purpose of “taking 
customer satisfaction as the core", Beijing Feel Young International Co., Ltd (called Feel Young for short). serves customers with the business philosophy 
of "providing all-dimensional communication platforms with the exhibition as the core". The company gathered commercial exhibition experts with a focus 
on all kinds of large-scale exhibitions, activities, etc. so as to enable it to be a senior professional service organization combining space planning, design, 
with construction. From 2016 to 2019, the company won titles of "China Convention and Exhibition Building Leading Enterprise" and "China Convention and 
Exhibition Wisdom Service Enterprise" "China Convention and Exhibition Golden Panda Award (The most influential exhibition service provider in 2019)" for 
four years in a row. It is also the designated and recommended constructor of a number of national and international exhibitions such as  China International 
Import Expo,  China-Africa Economic Trade Expo ,  China International Energy Industry Expo  and soon.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ016
Beijing Feel Young 
International Co., Ltd.
Room 2112, Building C, Wanda 
Plaza, Tongzhou District, Beijing

Andy
(ContactsNo.1)

Nimo
(ContactsNo.2)

Wang Hui Hui
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-80881570 86-10-80888564 86-10--60568770

Mobile 86-13810088051
86-17701616161

86-15901419061
86-18964481101 86-15010968415

E-Mail lh@feelyoung.net.cn ctt@feelyoung.net.cn whh@feelyoung.net.cn

Shanghai Liso Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. (abbr: Liso Exhibition) is affiliated with Liso Exhibition Group. It is a brand marketing enterprise focusing on one-
stop service for the entire industry chain of global exhibitions. Liso Exhibition is the first key contact of the exhibition industry of the Ministry of Commerce of 
China Enterprises and the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce mainly support exhibition companies. Since the first CIIE in 2018, Liso Exhibition 
has been the appointed construction service provider of CIIE, providing good quality services for national pavilions of Italy, India, Laos, and Unilever, 3M, 
AO Smith, Swisse, Merck, Fosun Group, Mars Group,Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Jingcheng Holdings nearly one hundred companies, we received 
unanimous praise. Swisse, Unilever, A.O.Sth and Lanweile booths designed and built by Liso Exhibiton won 1 gold award, 2 silver awards and 1 bronze 
award in the first and second CIIE "Green Construction Booth" selection. Liso Exhibition set up two major operation centers in Shanghai Huangpu district 
and Songjiang district, also set a design center in Hongqiao (National Convention and Exhibition Center, Block A). As a front docking platform, it could 
provide faster and more convenient and better services for the participating countries and exhibitors. Liso Exhibition business covers all industry sectors 
not only booth design and construction,exhibition hall design and construction, but also involve exhibition hosting, conference event planning and exhibition 
official construction and operation, with footprints in 36 countries, 157 cities, and more than 2,000 Chinese and foreign exhibitors. With rich industry 
experience, top design strength, high-quality engineering quality ,meticulous and comprehensive one-stop service, Liso exhibition has become a long-term 
strategic partner of many Fortune 500 companies.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ017
Shanghai Liso 
Exhibition Service 
Limited Corporation
19/F, Nankai Building , No. 
1332, Lujiabang Road, Huangpu 
District, Shanghai

Sally Ning
(ContactsNo.1)

Cindy Chen
(ContactsNo.2)

Zhang Rong Bo
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-63042506 86-21-63042506 86-21-63042506

Mobile 86-13524695547 86-13611825754 86-13817595704

E-Mail sally@lisoexpo.com chen_yh@lisoexpo.com rongbo_z@lisoexpo.com
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Founded in 2010, headquartered in Haizhu District, Guangzhou, next to the Pazhou International Convention and Exhibition Center Guangzhou, 
Guangzhou Yinnuo Exhibition Co., Ltd. is one of the most influential professional exhibition companies with independent legal person status, as well as an 
exhibition company with a strong capacity for overall operation. Based in Guangzhou, we have been advancing with the times by expanding to domestic 
tier-1 markets. Our business covers major exhibition cities like Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Shanghai, Beijing, Hong Kong, Macao, Chengdu and Wuhan. We 
have a 10,000-square-meter independent professional factory well equipped to ensure perfect process quality. With an annual profit of over RMB50 million, 
over 100 regular employees, as well as young, well-educated and high-quality management and marketing teams, the company is specialized in exhibition 
planning, organization and execution, and consists of the Foreign Trade Department, Customer Service Department, Business Department, Marketing 
Department, Design Department, Engineering Department, Art Design Department, Project Department, Finance Department, Department of Investment 
Promotion Planning, Advertising & Media Department, Administrative & HR Department and other departments. Over the years, we have provided localized 
systematic, comprehensive, in-depth and operable consultation and execution services for enterprises and administrative institutions, and stuck to a 
development track that is high-starting-point, specialized and standardized. Our key industrial customers include the Canton Fair, the Lighting Expo, the 
China International Beauty Expo, Home Expo, the CBD Fair, the industries of automobile, finance, machinery, communications and FMCG, as well as 
relevant government departments.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ018
GUANGZHOU YINNUO 
EXHIBITION CO., LTD.
Zibian 9,  Room 201, No. 37, 
Xin'gang East Road, Haizhu 
District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 
Province

Zhuzhang
(ContactsNo.1)

Lixiang
(ContactsNo.2)

Zhudongwu
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-29043959 86-20-29831805 86-20-84131739

Mobile 86-15999990029 86-17728115896 86-13242888688

E-Mail 270633169@qq.com 2850338828@qq.com 704252040@qq.com

Founded in the 1980s, Shanghai Mai Zhuo Exhibition Services Company Limited is subordinate to Weiya Group. After 30 years of development, we 
have become a professional exhibition service enterprise engaged in market planning, venue and custom-built booth setup services, conference 
services and equipment engineering, with our operations across major cities worldwide. With professional planning, design and project operation 
teams, we have provided custom-built booth design and setup services to world-renowned enterprises and institutions like China Telecom, ZTE, the 
China Import and Export Fair, the Hong Kong Trade Development Council (HKTDC), the Hong Kong Tourism Board, the Hong Kong Productivity 
Council, The University of Hong Kong, the Ocean Park Hong Kong, Ta Kung Wen Wei Group, Asiaray Media Group, Nam Kwong Group, Sands 
Macau and BMW. We are also the venue service provider for the HKTDC. During the Expo 2010 Shanghai China, we constructed the Ukraine 
Pavilion and World Trade Center Pavilion, designed Guangdong Pavilion, and earned unanimous praise from the customers.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ019
Shanghai Mai Zhuo 
Exhibition Services 
Company Limited
Room 603, No. 315, Yuyuan 
Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai

Caroline Mo
(ContactsNo.1)

Raymond
(ContactsNo.2)

Kandee Mo
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-62227202 86-21-62227202 86-21-62582651

Mobile 86-13968060702 86-15300655235 86-13916989892

E-Mail caroline_mo@artelec.com raymond@artelec.com candy_mo@artelec.com

Founded in 1997, Oriental Expo Services Limited is a professional exhibition service company committed to the creative marketing of global brands. Over 
the last two decades, we have provided integrated exhibition solutions for customers worldwide. We co-drafted the national standard for China's convention 
& exhibition industry. The Basic Requirements for Exhibition Engineering Services, a national convention & exhibition industry standard co-drafted by us, 
has been issued by the China National Institute of Standardization (CNIS) and released at CNIS' press conference. We are also one of the first entities 
certified by ISO9001 Quality Management System, one of "3A Credit Enterprises Rated by the China General Chamber of Commerce", as well as a holder 
of "Level 1 license of the China Association For Exhibition Centers for Exhibition Engineering Design and Construction" and "Level 1 license of the China 
Association for Exhibition Centers for Exhibition Engineering". We have an integral and rigorous management system. After years of unremitting efforts, 
we have earned trust from the government, as well as renowned domestic and foreign enterprises, established longstanding and friendship cooperative 
relations, and served many customers among Fortune Global 500 by professional skills, rich experience and outstanding services. We will bring our 
professional advantage into full play. With the service concept of "professionalism, enthusiasm, meticulousness and considerateness", we elaborately and 
efficiently customize solutions for customers, turn fine design into real exhibits and present perfect artistic works to customers.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ020
Oriental Expo Services 
(Beijing) Limited
Room 606, 6/F, Ruichen 
International Center, South Road, 
13 National Agricultural Exhibition 
Center, Chaoyang District, Beijing

Leo Liu
(ContactsNo.1)

Jie Li
(ContactsNo.2)

Eddie An
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-65671880-660 86-10-65671880-252 86-10-65671880

Mobile 86-18515517103 86-18601928252 86-13901103006

E-Mail ciie@orientalexpo.net ciie@orientalexpo.net eddiean@orientalexpo.net
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TopBridge Expo Group is a world leading exhibition service provider engaged in planning, design, construction and operation management. Founded 
in 2007, headquartered in Shanghai, with branches in Beijing and Guangzhou, and offices in Hanover, Los Angeles, Dubai, Moscow and Singapore, 
we serve the world by leading quality. As a Chinese leading exhibition TopBridge Expo Group is a  leading global exhibitor services company based  in 
China. Our services include event planning,  operation management, booth designing and  construction, TopBridge was established in 2007, the Group is 
headquartered in Shanghai, has branches in Beijing, Guangzhou and Shenzhen, and has offices in Hanover, LasVegas, Dubai, Moscow and Singapore, 
leading in quality and global service. TopBridge Expo Group is China's leading exhibition corporation and China Exhibition Association exhibition engineering 
level 1 qualification.It has more than 230 planning, design and project teams, Expending 30 million to buy 4-storey 2200（ Shanghai headquarters ,Owning 
20,000 square meters of production plant, more than 350  professional workers. The group has passed the ISO9001 Quality Management System and 
ISO14001 Environmental Management System Certification.World-class in Global exhibition, event planning, pavilion construction and home operations. 
With a turnover of more than 300 million in 2019, to prepare for IPO. TopBridge Expo Group as a CIIE Special Installation Construction Service, successfully 
served the National Pavilion Georgia, corporate pavilion Whirlpool, Foxconn/Sharp,Trip.com , China Merchant Group, EY, LDC, Well Fruit, Atos, Razer, 
Italy INTER ,SERTA , Chateaud’Ax, Metro, Shanghai Pentagonal Mart, Valio, KARCHER, Hanajirushi,CHIIB, Wikus, Guylian, Changhong Jiahua and other 
more than 60 well-known global enterprises, 10000m2 built area, have been well received by clients, including the booth of SERTA won the First Green 
Building Award at the CIIE.  The mountain is on the line and the bridge is up to the world. With deep customer needs insight, strong design capabilities and 
outstanding execution, Long-term service Panasonic, LG, KUKA, Vanke, Huawei, China Telecom, China Electronics, Baidu, JD.com, Suning and other 30 
world top 500 and 110 listed companies.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ021
TopBridge Expo 
Group
No.19 Block 55  Fulian 2nd Road  
Baoshan district Topbridge 
Building Shanghai

Freyia
(ContactsNo.1)

Monly
(ContactsNo.2)

Rock
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-31787348 86-15000909549 86-21-50187208-808

Mobile 86-13761554222 86-15000909549 86-13761589534

E-Mail 164069842@qq.com 3399463734@qq.com Rock.Wang @topbridge.aisa

Shanghai Oumao International Advertising Co., Ltd. is a comprehensive  exhibition service agency, which integrates creativity, design, execution,production 
and brand support. Oumao‘s production factories Shanghai, Beijin and Guangzhou are over 30000square meters.  Oumao gathers elites from across the 
world. With “Strategic Vision Expression”and “Groundbreaking Creative Design”, it successfully builds brand images representing core brand concepts 
and competitiveness for customers. It offers tailored design, professional services, outstanding international teams and quality products. With its excellent 
performance and unique creativity, Oumao serves various well-known enterprises in good faith. It helps convey the latest ideas of different brand cultures in the 
booth design and deliver customer values in high efficiency, thereby steadily promoting Oumao's reputation. We are ready to serve you !  See you Shanghai ! 
Japan contact: Liu Sang  +819024400024 European contact: Ria  +32 497 05 07 54 E-mail: Marketing@oumaointernatioal.com www.oumaointl.com

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ022
Shanghai OUMAO 
Advertising Co., Ltd.
Room 606, Tower 1, Kerry 
Everbright City, No. 218, Tianmu 
West Road, Jing'an District, 
Shanghai

Omar
(ContactsNo.1)

Vicky
(ContactsNo.2)

Angel
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-52567858-8028 86-21-52567858-8029 86-21-52567858-8068

Mobile 86-13641774372 86-13122716561 86-13788987562

E-Mail omar@oumaointernational.
com

operation@
oumaointernational.com

angel@oumaointernational.
com

Funded by the Suzhou Council for Foreign Trade Promotion and the Suzhou International Expo Centre in 1992, Yashi International Expo Co., Ltd. provides 
one-stop exhibition services such as exhibition planning and operation, exhibition hall design and creation, conference execution and venue management 
consultation. We have established a subsidiary - Yahe International Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd., which extends its operations from Suzhou and 
Shanghai to the country. Trust originates from professionalism. We have an ecological industry chain involving planning and organization, creative design 
and service execution. Our core concept is to build an exhibition-visitor integration platform through scientific, effective and international brand operations. 
We believe in the power of professionalism, improve exhibition quality through outstanding services, promote the sustained development of the economy, 
uphold the business concept of "human orientation, integrity and innovation", forge longstanding partnerships with customers, serve customers through our 
perfect management system and quality assurance system, pursue the excellence and perfection of exhibitions, and enjoy good service reputation.We are 
trustworthy because of professionalism!

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ023
SUZHOU YASHI INTERNATIONAL 
EXPO CO., LTD.
28/F, International Economic 
Trade Building, No. 1638, Xihuan 
Road, Gusu District, Suzhou, 
Jiangsu Provine

Summer
(ContactsNo.1)

Echo
(ContactsNo.2)

Monica
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-0512-65831329 86-0512-65836615 86-0512-65836608

Mobile 86-18962112295 18013158980 18934593153

E-Mail 2850677854@qq.com 2850677877@qq.com 2850677856@qq.com
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Naqi Expo Engineering (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. is a professional exhibition service company engaged in creative brand marketing, covering global temporary 
exhibitions, showrooms and props, marketing planning and digital marketing. Over the years, we have been designated as the service provider for the first 
China International Import Expo, obtained the first qualification for exhibition engineering, the certificate of ISO9001 Quality Management System and other 
qualifications, and provided professional services for many enterprises among Fortune Global 500. We operate worldwide, have modern production bases 
measuring nearly 60,000 square meters in different areas and about 120 employees engaged in creative marketing, are headquartered in Shanghai, have 
branches in Guangzhou, Beijing and Chongqing, as well as stable partners in over 40 countries and regions such as America, Europe, Southeast Asia, 
the Middle East and South Africa. With strong planning power, high-level creativity, strong production and construction capabilities, as well as professional 
execution power, operation and maintenance, we have built outstanding industry chain supply network and provided integrated exhibition solutions for 
global customers. With a first-class design and creative team and construction processes, we have established Naqi Global Creative Center in Germany 
and Guangzhou, and joined hands with Fudan University, China Academy of Art, Nanjing University of the Arts and other universities to build a leading 
creative service agency. We have been highly praised by the industry and customers for our effective creativity and service concept. With the business 
philosophy of creativity first, technology foremost and service orientation, we have provided novel integrated exhibition marketing solutions for customers. 
We have offered customers high-quality services at every stage, and been committed to building China's most competitive innovative service agency.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ024
Naqi Expo Engineering 
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Room 1803, Z.P Landmark, No. 
28, Zhoukang Road, Pudong 
New Area, Shanghai

Eric
(ContactsNo.1)

Ulanda
(ContactsNo.2)

Dana
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-60527061 86-21-60542878 86-21-58105901

Mobile 86-18721568815 86-18721622772 86-13918026742

E-Mail eric@nq-expo.com ulanda@nq-expo.com dana@nq-expo.com

Located at Room 405, Building A, Tianhong Science & Technology Park, Huaguang Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou, Guangzhou Huyuntao Advertising 
Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of Guangzhou Aibo Exhibition Co., Ltd., is a professional exhibition service company focusing on exhibition design, booth production, 
booth setup, showroom and exclusive store design and construction, activity planning and execution, and venue construction. We have kept making 
innovation and forging ahead, and integrated downstream materials and equipment supplier resources to build a real high-level, high-quality, low-cost and 
low-material-consuming clustered production chain. Apart from Guangzhou Headquarters, we have large booth plants in Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen, 
Xiamen and Guangxi, with a total area of over 10,000 square meters. With tremendous talent strength and strong network, we have been committed to the 
market positioning, planning, organization, construction and overall operation of exhibitions, thus developing a unique style. Over the years, we have served 
major domestic and foreign exhibitions including the Canton Fair, Building Materials Expos, Furniture Expos, Lighting Expos, the China International Beauty 
Expo, Food Expos, Bakery Expos, Fashion Expos, Ceramics Expos and Design Weeks, persistently delivered human-oriented exhibitions, enjoyed good 
reputation among customers, earned wide trust from customers and achieved one success after another in the industry through our unique design concept, 
exquisite production processes and outstanding field services. We stay true to our mission to deliver good exhibition!

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ025
Guangzhou huyuntao 
Advertising Co., Ltd.
Room 405, Building A, Tianhong 
Science & Technology Park, 
Tianhe District, Guangzhou, 
Guangdong Provine

Hammer
(ContactsNo.1)

Mango
(ContactsNo.2)

David Chen
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-85162076 86-20-85162076 86-20-85162076

Mobile 86-15011932645 86-17876090363 86-13533274647

E-Mail 1584710145@qq.com woshichenjiantao@163.com 459488060@qq.com

Founded in 2014, with a professional team of 300 members and a 20,000-square-meter production base in Wuxi, Shanghai Justevent Display Service Co., 
Ltd. is an exhibition company engaged in planning, performance, PR, creation and custom-built booth setup. We have rich resources across the country, as 
well as rich experience in the event and exhibition planning, setup and execution. Since our founding, we have successfully planned and completed a lot 
of major projects with a unique art perspective, including major exhibitions, art festivals, press conferences, annual conferences of enterprises, auto shows 
and government events. We are also engaged in stage, light and stereo system design, as well as background panel production. Our team consists of the 
Professional Planning Department, Design Department, Department of Custom-built Booth Production & Setup and Execution Department. The team, well 
structured and staffed with professionals, has accumulated rich experience in previous cases. Young elements and innovative spirit have filled the team 
with energy and passion. With rich experience and innovative elements, we can customize services and adjust services to conditions. We do not expect to 
satisfy all customers but expect to honor all our commitments. With the service concept of "integrity foremost, pursuit of excellence, outstanding quality and 
superb service", we have been persisting in specialized, brand-based and international development, and pooled a number of outstanding designers and 
professional project construction managers. We have offered renowned enterprises all-round professional services every year, and earned wide praise from 
customers through exquisite construction, perfect design schemes and outstanding professional services.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ026
Shanghai Justevent 
Display Service Co., Ltd.
Room 1101, No.16, EU 
International Plaza, Lane 1111, 
Hengnan Road, Pujiang Town, 
Minhang District, Shanghai

Ray
(ContactsNo.1)

Sean
(ContactsNo.2)

Eagle
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-20922377 86-21-20922377 86-21-20922377

Mobile 86-13818680821 86-15821716392 86-15000283227

E-Mail Ray.Jia@justevent.com.cn sean.wei@justevent.com.cn zhoujia@justevent.com.cn
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Zhongtai Lianguang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., since its establishment in 2001, is committed to providing enterprises and governments with integrated service 
solutions for exhibition operation, exhibition construction, design and construction. Zhongtai group wide exhibition service co., LTD., in a nationwide with 
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Nanjing, Changsha, Chengdu 6 big exhibition operation center, has five top from China art academy curator creative design 
team, experienced the exhibition project construction management team and technology team, as well as an area of 12,000 m2 exhibition production base, 
passed IOS9001, 2001 environmental quality certification unit, AAA credit certification unit. It has the second-level qualification of professional contracting of 
architectural decoration engineering, the second-level qualification of professional contracting of waterproof, anticorrosive and thermal insulation engineering, 
and the first-level qualification of integration of exhibition engineering design and construction. The annual exhibition area exceeds 60,000 square meters, 
and successfully hosted a series of international professional exhibitions such as Beijing China Europe International City Expo, Shenyang International 
Material Procurement Expo and Jiangsu Suqian International Green Building Materials Expo. With 18 years of craftsmanship and brand precipitation, Zhongtai 
Lianguang will continue to win the trust of every customer with more systematic, more creative and higher standard exhibition construction services.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ027
Beijing Zhongtai 
Lianguang Exhibition 
Service Co., Ltd.
15/F, Unit 1, Building 9, Caiman 
Street, Chaoyang Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing

Wei Zhai
(ContactsNo.1)

Casey
(ContactsNo.2)

roy
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-65562881 86-10-65579607 86-10-65579608

Mobile 86-13501353892 86-13261410111 86-13910059715

E-Mail 502757576@qq.com   wawdj188@163.com ztlg@ztlg2001.com

Shanghai Chichu Exhibition Engineering Co., Ltd. is headquartered in Shanghai. The management team is composed of senior industry professionals with 
a registered capital of RMB10 million. It is the first-class qualification for the integration of engineering design and construction of China Exhibition Economy 
Research Association. The exhibition hall association exhibits two engineering qualifications and design integration, with nearly 5,000 square meters of factory 
buildings, and independent production facilities in Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chongqing, Chengdu and other places. To provide customers with one-
stop services such as custom-built booth, exhibition hall , store design and construction, brand image planning, public relations activities promotion, large-
scale conferences, and home construction. Chichu Exhibition is the designated contractor for the exhibitions of home appliance exhibition, photovoltaic 
exhibition, automobile equipment exhibition, physical expo, robot exhibition, Essen exhibition, international toy exhibition, industrial fair, entrance fair, and auto 
parts technology testing. Chichu Exhibition has always adhered to the business philosophy of “Brand Communication, Integrity, Pragmatism, Refinement and 
Innovation”, and always adheres to the service principle of “professional, rigorous, enhance brand image and create customer value”.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ028
Shanghai ChiChu Exhibition 
Services Co., Ltd.
Tower B1, SOHO Zhongshan 
Plaza, No. 1065 West 
Zhongshan Road, Changning 
District, Shanghai

Adam
(ContactsNo.1)

Niki
(ContactsNo.2)

Jim
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-52995089 86-21-52921305  86- 21- 52992379

Mobile 86-13651872931
86-18702167651 86-18317167646 86-13817043753

86-18261408699

E-Mail 492275874@qq.com 18317167646@163.com 493428795@qq.com

Started as a factory in 2002, Zhuo Dian International (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd. was officially established in 2009 with a registered capital of 10 million yuan. 
With 17 years' experience in exhibition services, it has provided services, stand production and on-site construction for large-scale automobile exhibitions for 
more than 7 consecutive years. More professional convention and exhibition services are secured for clients via its factories in many cities, such as Beijing (5,000 
m2), Shanghai (6,000 m2), Guangzhou and Chengdu. Zhuo Dian International, a construction-oriented exhibition company. Shanghai factory (6,000 m2), 
with a 35-staff exhibition design team; Beijing (5,000 m2), with a 50-staff exhibition design team); Featuring avant-garde design and first-class construction 
services, the company is committed to excellence and developing classic business operation concept. We have established long-term partnerships with 
more than 200 listed companies at home and abroad. Over the years, we have provided services for over 100 companies from more than 20 countries and 
regions such as Russia, South Africa, India, Indonesia, Brazil, the United States, Germany, France, South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand and 
Vietnam, covering fields such as automobile, heavy industry, science & technology, machinery, energy, materials, film and television, and clothing. Currently, 
it is an A-listed supplier for large-scale auto show exhibitors, and the designated service provider and A-listed supplier for the Luxi Chemical, DiDi, QIANTU 
Motor, FAW Volkswagen, Great Wall Motor, Bingshan Group, Sany Heavy Industry, LERRI Solar, Novel SuperTV, Radio and Television Administration of 
Shandong Province, Southern Publishing and Media, Jiangxi Publishing Group, Huayi Brothers, Hairun Pictures, TVS, Zijin Mining, QCMT&T, etc.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ029
Zhuo Dian International 
(Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd.
12th Floor, Huatang Office 
Building, No.108, North 4th Ring 
East Road, Chaoyang District, 
Beijing, China

TOM
(ContactsNo.1)

Ella
(ContactsNo.2)

Lily
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-84831765 86-10-84831765 86-10-84831765

Mobile 86-15901369898 86-15901326868 86-18514797117

E-Mail 2851953786@qq.com 2851953787@qq.com 2851953786@qq.com

The above 28 enterprises are recommended special booth constructors for enterprise 
& business exhibition and special booth constructors for country exhibitions
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Professional custom-built booth builder—Provide booth design and construction services for exhibitors; Your convention service supplier—Provide 
comprehensive timely turnkey services for convention organizers; Perfect design—in pursuit of presentation of artistic design concept and embodiment of 
the exhibitor's branding connotation through seamless combination of art and craft; Attentive services—all-rounded, diversified, efficient bespoke quality 
services turn tedious exhibition into a relaxing and enjoyable work experience; Professional services, competent design capabilities, caring services and a 
team of excellent talents make us your best exhibition partner.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ030
Beijing Y.E.S International 
Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. 
Suite 6B, No.5 Building, Huateng 
International Apartment, No. 
2 Building, Dajiaoting Middle 
Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing

Michael  Wang
(ContactsNo.1)

Kun Zhang
(ContactsNo.2)

Ye Qing
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-87952230 86-10-87952230 86-10 87952230

Mobile 86-13801067258 86-18901165399 86-18618105018

E-Mail michael.wang@yes-expo.com info@yes-expo.com yeqing@yes-expo.com

Shanghai Hongda Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of Donghao Lansheng (Group), Co., Ltd., is a convention and exhibition service provider specialized 
in custom-built booth design and construction, stand construction, venue operation, logistics support, public affairs coordination and other businesses. Founded 
in 2000, the company became a member of the Shanghai Convention and Exhibition Industry Association (SCEIA) in 2007. It delivers more than 8,000 
square meters of custom-built booth services as well as over 500,000 square meters of venue operation per year. Its major clients of custom-built booth 
services include: American Gas Association, International Institute of Refrigeration (IIR), Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), MOTUL, Industrial and 
Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), Bank of China, Zhejiang Gas Group, Shanghai Tunnel Engineering Co., Ltd., Changan Automobile, and Zhangjiang 
Group. Its venue operation projects include: the first and second China International Import Expo, China International Industry Fair, LNG, a series of events 
related to the China Brand Day, China (Shanghai) International Technology Fair, East China Fair, etc. The company's custom-built booth service team is 
equipped with proficiency in business English, art design, engineering management, protocol, security, catering and other support service capabilities. We are 
committed to providing you with professional premium custom-built booth design and exhibition services.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ031
Shanghai Hongda 
Exhibition Service 
Co., Ltd.
12th Floor, Jincheng Building, 
No. 511, Tianmu West Road, 
Jing'an District, Shanghai

Yingjun  Li
(ContactsNo.1)

Tianqi  Wang
(ContactsNo.2)

Lei Tang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-63539977-1173 86-21-63539977-1512 86-21-63539977-1107

Mobile 86-13761632455 86-15840812680 86-13501947174

E-Mail delpirlo@163.com rosaleen336@163.com if@itpc.com.cn

China New Trend Expo Co., Ltd. is a professional exhibition company specialized in design and production. It is one of the designated suppliers of 
Expo 2010. Established in 2005 with a registered capital of 5 million yuan, the company is engaged in various businesses including exhibition design & 
production, commercial space design & production, convention and event planning and arrangement, interior design & supply of event hardware facilities, 
corporate image planning, creativity & production, outdoor media release, TV commercials, filming, journal editing, film & television planning & marketing 
and business PR  services. With a well-appointed manufacturing factory covering an area of nearly 10,000 square meters in the Pudong New Area, 
Shanghai, the company has a production team of more than 180 members that boast rich exhibition experience and sophisticated production skills, a project 
management team consisting of 25 members as well as a design team made up of 10 professional designers. Equipped with modern office environment 
and strong engineering capability, the company is able to provide clients with professional all-rounded services.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ032
China New Trend 
Expo Co., Ltd. 
NO.141, Xuanchun Road, 
Shanghai 

Story Xing
(ContactsNo.1)

Evan Yuan
(ContactsNo.2)

Junfei Chen
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-68911200-105 86-21-68911200-113 86-21-39888779

Mobile 86-13916518910 86-13122147710 86-13918982374

E-Mail story@shxsw.com 13122147710@126.com feia001@126.com
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Showtown (Global) Exhibition Co., Ltd. specializes in corporate image planning, exhibition & display, public relations activities, showroom design and 
construction. We are committed to enhancing clients' brand image from a global perspective, and providing global turnkey exhibition services. With 
unrelenting efforts, we are honored to become a designated booth builder for the China International Import Expo and China International Wine & Food Fair, 
a recommended booth builder for the China International Beauty Expo and China International Textile Machinery Expo (CITME) and the designated provider 
of custom-built booth service for internationally established exhibitions. We have established a solid and reliable supplier system and partner network 
around the world, aiming to offer clients systematic reliable exhibition services around the globe, and provide clients with services in China and around the 
world so as to ensure their best exhibition experience.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ033
Showtown (Global) 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 803, Block B, No. 1018, 
Mingzhu Road, Qingpu District, 
Shanghai

Allen Xu
(ContactsNo.1)

Tony
(ContactsNo.2)

Yanling Zha
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-59765068 86-21-59765068 86-21-69729087

Mobile 86-13611978809 86-18964105863 86-13564927420

E-Mail allen@messeshowtown.com tony@messeshowtown.com sophie@messeshowtown.com

Jiangsu High Hope Expo Decoration Engineering Co., Ltd., founded in the early 1980s, is now the affiliate of Jiangsu High Hope International Group 
Corporation Co., Ltd., which is a large-scale provincial state-owned enterprise. It specializes in the organization, planning, design, decoration and supporting 
services for various domestic and foreign exhibitions (expos), fairs and related conferences. The company has a registered capital of 30 million yuan. It 
has a group of experienced professional designer team, a technical support system composed of decoration experts and structural engineers with over 20 
years of practical experience in special booths, and a quality management team with rich professional knowledge and practical experience. We serve every 
customer with our whole-hearted spirits and enthusiasm. Company Qualification: Exhibition and Display Project Design and Construction Integration Level 
1 and Exhibition Project Engineering Enterprise Level 1 from China Association for Exhibition Centers, National First-Class Qualification for Professional 
Contractor of Building Decoration and Decoration Engineering, Construction Decoration Engineering Design Special Class B, ISO9001 Quality Management 
System Certification, ISO14001 Environmental Management System Certification, OHSAS18001 Occupational Health and Safety Management System 
Certification, Special Decoration Construction Enterprise Qualification Entity from China Import and Export Fair. Company Performance: China-Jiangsu 
Export Commodities Fair (Japan), Chinese Export Commodities Fair (Guangzhou), Russia International Innovation Industry Exhibition (Russia), Macao 
International Trade and Investment Fair (Macao), China High Tech Fair (Shenzhen), China International Fair for Trade in Services (Beijing), China-ASEAN 
Expo (Nanning), China-Arab States Expo (Yinchuan), China-South Asia Expo (Kunming), China- Eurasia Expo (Urumchi), China International Furniture 
Fair (Shanghai·Guangzhou), China International Building and Construction Trade Fair (Shanghai), China (Shanghai) International Technology Fair, China 
Intelligent Manufacturing Summit (Nanjing).

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ034
Jiangsu High Hope International 
Exhibition and Decoration 
Engineering Co., Ltd.
Building 1, No. 2, Taipingmen 
Street, Xuanwu District, Nanjing, 
Jiangsu, China

Xin Qiao
(ContactsNo.1)

Xiaozhou Tang
(ContactsNo.2)

Juan Ji
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-25-84661218 86-25-84661215 86-25-84661200

Mobile 86-13327831612 86-13611596812 86-13675146923

E-Mail 160408807@qq.com 11367301@qq.com 1156324794@qq.com

Founded in Guangzhou in 2009, Guangzhou Minchuang Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd. is an established comprehensive exhibition service provider of brand 
exhibition, venue  construction, design and construction of large exhibition booth display, planning and production of exhibition hall, and planning and 
execution of exhibition tour. Following the mission of "people-driven, quality-oriented, service first", Minchuang has been committed to "providing clients with 
integrated solution of all-rounded exhibition and demonstration" since its founding with a focus on professional, standard and differentiated services. From 
business communication, planning and brainstorming, creative design, construction, execution to follow-up, we aim to provide efficient and customized 
services in each step in line with clients' needs. With 10 years of industrial experience, over 2,000 partners, more than 6,000 contracts, and over 10,000 
square meters of production factory, Minchuang  has delivered exhibition projects all around China. Based on abundant operational experience in exhibition 
engineering, Minchuang is equipped with a competent cadre, a complete set of upstream and downstream resource system, dozens of first-level cooperation 
alliances around the world and comprehensive engineering supervision and management. From the supply of raw materials, construction & production to 
logistics & transportation, we provide integrated services throughout the supply chain for clients in a premium and efficient manner to ensure their carefree 
experience and maximize their interests! Minchuang prioritizes efficiency, enabling exhibition to serve as the vehicle to ensure clients' every investment counts! 
Minchuang prioritizes innovation, leveraging cutting-edge concept, new technologies and materials in exhibition to promote the development of low-carbon 
economy. Minchuang is ready to create the brighter future with you via exhibition!

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ035
Guangzhou Minchuang 
Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Room 206, Pazhou Hotel, 
No. 37, Xingang East Road, 
Haizhu District, Guangzhou City, 
Guangdong Province

Fang Li
(ContactsNo.1)

Anna Wu
(ContactsNo.2)

Shenglong Mao
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-89305911 86-20-89441852 86-20-89445859

Mobile 86-13556078489 86-18011959679 86-13560061379

E-Mail GZMC_CIIE@163.com gzminchuang88@163.com maoshenlonggz@163.com
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Shenzhen Aotengyi Exhibition Display Planning Co., Ltd. is one of the four home field service providers of 2019 CIIE. Headquartered in Shenzhen, the company 
has production bases in large and medium-sized cities such as Beijing and Shanghai and branches in Hong Kong and other places. Its business covers the whole 
country, with professional service outlets in Hong Kong and Macao for the convenience of exhibitions. The company boasts the first-class engineering qualification 
of China Association for Exhibition Centers, the second-class qualification of construction decoration and engineering construction, the first grade of exhibition 
engineering design and the first-class qualification of construction, safety production license, ISO9001:2008 International Quality Management System Certification 
and other qualifications as well as a number of utility model patent certificates. The company owns a professional design, construction, building and operation team 
that has provided home field construction services and special building services for various national large-scale exhibitions.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ036
Shenzhen Aotengyi Exhibition 
Display Planning Co., Ltd.
Room 1305-1312, Meizhou 
Building, No.40, Longzhu 
Avenue, Taoyuan Street, 
Nanshan District, Shenzhen

Kevin
(ContactsNo.1)

waipei
(ContactsNo.2)

Bai ran
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-755-86094427 86-755-86094083 86-755-86094742

Mobile 86-19928768926 86-19928768935 86-19928769059

E-Mail 414314949@qq.com 2254901721@qq.com 1012598322@qq.com

The pioneer in China's exhibition industry Since its establishment in 2000, SUNSHINE has been committed to providing integrated solutions for exhibitions, 
planning halls, museums, memorial halls, city exhibition halls, cultural centers, libraries, science and technology museums, theme pavilions, companies' and 
public institutions' showrooms, and property sales centers. Over the past 20 years of constant devotion and practice, SUNSHINE has established branches in 
various provinces and cities around China, and obtained a number of professional qualifications. It has a senior team consisting of more than 70 professionals 
that have delivered hundreds of large projects. To date, the company has managed to carry out businesses in more than ten provinces and municipalities while 
its services are available around the country. With a pragmatic and steady business strategy, the company adheres to the business philosophy of "pursuit of 
excellent quality" based on its strategic advantage in talents, aimed to provide clients with international, artistic, process-oriented and profitable value-added 
creative services. 20 years of glory, practice and endeavor. Founded in 2000, SUNSHINE is a "diversified" comprehensive exhibition service provider. Its 
businesses include exhibition planning, investment attraction and exhibition organization, construction, venue service and convention organization, and turkey 
solutions that integrate planning, design, production, installation and R&D. It is one of the very few authentic "all-in-one" service provider without outsourcing. 
Based on the principle of "Intelligent classic manufacturing and pursuit of excellence", the company is committed to offering the best services,  delivering 
premium projects for clients, and enabling clients to enjoy the beauty of the exhibition while acquiring the maximum economic benefit as well as social value.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ037
SUNSHINE
Room A, 5th Floor, Guangzhou 
Foreign Trade Building, No. 255, 
Dongfeng West Road, Yuexiu 
District, Guangzhou, Guangdong

G.K
(ContactsNo.1)

CHIMAN
(ContactsNo.2)

NICK
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-83516683 86-20-83543566 86-20-83559836

Mobile 86-13802427284 86-13249257740 86-13560107381

E-Mail ggg_kkk@yeah.net vchimann@163.com 375548194@qq.com

Shanghai Easydesigner Marketing Solutions Co., Ltd. is committed to offline brand promotion services, and comprehensive brand communication 
and exhibition service solutions from exhibition display, public relations activities to brand visual identity planning. After years of development, 
Easydesigner has formed a complete service network and has the ability to undertake various large display projects and public relations activities. 
Adhering to design and cost innovation, the company has a professional team working in approx. 40 cities around the world and has established 
a global exhibition service and brand communication network system. In addition to an international team with diverse cultural backgrounds and 
familiarity with  operations of various industries, the company boasts modern production facilities of over 70,000 square meters in different regions 
so that we can deliver high-quality services and products to our clients in an accurate and timely manner. Easydesigner is devoted to offering clients 
premium services and has served world-class clients such as Huawei, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Turkish Airlines over the years. At the first 
CIIE, we established good ties with various partners such as Panama Ports Company S.A., New Hope Group, Deutsche Bahn, DHL, Nippon Express, 
and Steinway & Sons. Committed to design and cost innovation, Easydesigner continues to adopt new technologies and more environmentally 
friendly materials for better vivid interpretation of corporate images. The company is equipped with a comprehensive risk control system to ensure 
every aspect of the exhibition from design to execution. In the design phase, we ensure that every design detail can be reproduced exactly with our 
profuse experience; in the production phase, we avoid any possible risk with our experience. For more information, please visit our website: www.
easydesigner.com.de

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ038
Shanghai Easydesigner 
Marketing Solutions 
Co., Ltd.
Room 607, Building B, No. 
568, Huaxugong Road, Qingpu 
District, Shanghai

Echo Xu
(ContactsNo.1)

Ray Wang
(ContactsNo.2)

Jian Zhang
Compliant Contact

Tel  86-21-39881608  86-21-39881608 86-21-39881608

Mobile 86-13020264205 86-13671850997 86-18049834578

E-Mail echo.xu@easydesigner.com.
de

ray.wang@easydesigner.
com.de

bill.zhang@easydesigner.
com.de
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Founded in 2006, GL Events Live (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. is one of the largest providers of exhibition services and well-known operators of exhibition venues 
in China. Headquartered in Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, the company has established branches in Nanning, Kunming, Chengdu, Dongguan, Zhuhai, 
Guangzhou and other cities. Its R&D and production center in Dongguan covers an area of over 10,000 square meters. The company's materials and 
equipment can meet the needs of different exhibitions, competitions and events. At present, the company's main businesses include venue operation 
services of various exhibitions, operation and management of  exhibition venues, professional custom-built booth planning and construction,  planning and 
operation of various conventions and business events, and exhibition informatization. It has delivered more than 2,000 venue projects, tens of thousands of 
custom-built booth services over more than ten years, including China-ASEAN Exposition, Western China International Fair, China High-tech Fair, Bocuse 
d'Or Asia-Pacific, International Can Exhibition, China-Latin American and Caribbean International Exposition, China International Battery Fair, Tissue Paper 
International Technology Exhibition, Qingdao Military and Civilian Innovation Technology Achievements Exhibition and other international comprehensive 
exhibitions. The company also offers exhibition venue operation services to the Kunming Dianchi Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center, 
Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center, Zhuhai International Convention & Exhibition Center, PWTC Expo and Qingdao World Expo City.
The company was merged into the GL Events in 2019. Thanks to the GL Events' global exhibition service network, we managed to enter the market in 
Southeast Asian, improve our service quality and build up an international service brand.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ039
GL Events Live 
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
14/F, Tianjian Entrepreneurship 
Building, No. 7, Shangbao 
Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, 
Guangdong

Yuki Guo
(ContactsNo.1)

Han Zhou
(ContactsNo.2)

Cora Liang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-755-81488485-668 86-755-81488485-668 86-755-81488485-668

Mobile 86-13631663014/18128860289 86-18665816329 86-13713936890

E-Mail Yuee.Guo@gl-events.com Yuee.Guo@gl-events.com Yuee.Guo@gl-events.com

Established in 2003, Beijing Datang Century Exhibition Co., Ltd. specializes in venue construction and operation, design and construction of large exhibition 
halls and custom-built booths, planning and execution of convention activities and other services. Since its establishment, the company has expanded 
domestic and international markets with professional design concepts and the philosophy of turnkey services, and managed to reach it tentacles to the 
exhibition of various industries. In particular, it has received wide acclaim regarding exhibition design and venue construction services. Currently, it is a 
member of China Association for Exhibition Centers, and has obtained various qualifications and certifications such as ISO9001 certification, Grade I 
China Exhibition Engineering and Grade I Exhibition Engineering Design and Construction Integration, China Association for Exhibition Centers. Equipped 
with experienced project staff, professional design team, and skilled technical workers, we are ready to provide the best design and the most rigorous 
engineering construction and robust systematic services for clients in need across China.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ040
Beijing Datang 
Century Exhibition 
Co., Ltd.
No. 711, Building 93, Yuntong 
Garden, Yongshunluyuan South 
Street, Tongzhou District, Beijing 

Sunny
(ContactsNo.1)

Ferguson
(ContactsNo.2)

Tang Lina
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-18101296521 86-10-89588384 86-10-89588084

Mobile 86-13810818337 86-13671197547 86-13911890996

E-Mail wx666888@163.com 1454500551@qq.com datangshiji@163.com

Founded in 2002, Shanghai Homer-Expo Service Co., Ltd. is one of the early enterprises engaged in the exhibition service industry in China. It is an 
executive member of the Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Industries Association certified with the Grade I Shanghai Exhibition & Display Engineering. 
We have gained rich experience in construction, organization and coordination while delivering premium services to exhibition organizers and exhibitors, 
and have won numerous awards. In the past 16 years, we have offered sound turnkey services to our clients with venue fitting and custom-built booth 
design as our core businesses in addition to commercial display, road show, large-scale activities and other major businesses. We are equipped with 
professional exhibition operation, management and design teams. As a venue fitting contractor of various projects held in the National Exhibition and 
Convention Center, Shanghai New International Expo Centre, Shanghai Exhibition Center and other gigantic exhibition halls, the company follows the 
business philosophy of "professional technologies, dedicated attitude, focused services", and is always committed to delivering turnkey services for our 
clients. We are ready to contribute to your success of each project with candid and professional services.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ041
Shanghai Homer-
Expo Service Co., 
Ltd.
1st Floor, Block A, No. 16, Lane 
658, Jinzhong Road, Changning 
District, Shanghai

Zeline Zhu
(ContactsNo.1)

qing wang   
(ContactsNo.2)

Lisa Wang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-52212001*807 86-21-52212001*832 86-21-52212001*802

Mobile 86-17317609838 86-13636572023 86-13795382998

E-Mail zzl@homer-expo.com wq@homer-expo.com wjb@homer-expo.com
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Roundtable International Exhibition Co., Ltd. is not only a professional exhibition company specializing in exhibition design and booth construction at home 
and abroad, but also supports exhibitors to attract visitors before the exhibition, act as a crowd-puller at the venue, and track potential leads afterwards 
by targeting them via big data. The idea of Roundtable International Exhibition is inspired by the famous "Round Table", at which King Arthur could invite 
opinions of his knights at any time and foster collaboration for success. In keeping with this spirit of collaboration, the company aims to achieve internal 
and external collaboration, and offer clients flawless exhibition services. Founded in 2004 with a registered capital of 50 million yuan, it is headquartered 
in Guangzhou, and has set up service outlets in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Xi'an and other places. It boasts construction partners in many countries 
from America, Europe, Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and South Africa. The company provides integrated exhibition services worldwide for hundreds of 
enterprises and government agencies each year. Roundtable International Exhibition stands ready to work with you for glorious achievements. With your 
support, we will continue to make exploration and innovation, and help develop your brand by virtue of our professional experience! Qualifications and 
certification of Roundtable International Exhibition: ISO9001 quality management certification, ISO14001 environmental management system certification, 
OHSAS18001 occupational health and safety management system certification, A1-level enterprise qualification for exhibition services, Grade I qualification 
for integrated exhibition and display design and construction, Member of China Association for Exhibition Centers, China International Import Expo, China 
Import and Export Fair, China International Furniture Fair, Expo Build China, China International Beauty Expo, For more information, please visit our 
website: www.yuanzhuo.cn

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ042
Roundtable 
International 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 1911, No.5, Tingyuan 
Road, Haizhu District, 
Guangzhou

Anny Chen
(ContactsNo.1)

Elena Lee
(ContactsNo.2)

Eric Zhao
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-59901266 86-020-89235662 86-020-89231116

Mobile 86-13166161808 86-13611400004 86-13694222258

E-Mail anny@yuanzhuo.cn elenalee@yuanzhuo.cn eric@yuanzhuo.cn

Guangzhou Yufei Exhibition Service Co.,Ltd. is a professional service provider that integrates terminal production services and exhibition services, and is 
committed to “brand image development project”. With a deep understanding on market demands and market trends, it is devoted to the working philosophy 
of honesty and pragmatism. The company, with "professional, rigorous and efficient" as the service philosophy, aims to create brand as the goal, pay 
attention to the needs of customers, and provide customers with enthusiastic, meticulous and professional services. In this way, it can create a better brand 
image for the customer in various conferences and business tour exhibitions in an effective manner, spread its brand charm, and enhance the brand culture 
of the company.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ043
Guangzhou Yufei 
Exhibition Service 
Co.,Ltd
Rooms 1510 & 1511, Poly Finance 
City, No. 666, Huangpu Avenue, 
Tianhe District, Guangzhou

Hu Bo
(ContactsNo.1)

Matthew Tseng
(ContactsNo.2)

Mingdu Xie
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-28382677 86-20-28382677 86-20-28382677

Mobile 86-13902324433 86-18819274481 86-13229918981

E-Mail hb@gzyufei.com matthew.tsang@gzyufei.com xmd@gzyufei.com

Founded in 2009, Shanghai Chenxin Exhibition Services Co., Ltd. is a booth, exhibition hall and exhibition design and construction company that integrates 
consulting, planning, design, production and construction. Over the past decade, the company is committed to delivery of professional services, and 
the core value of "innovation and professionalism". Chenxin has grown into an established exhibition service provider with great brand influence in the 
hospitality supplies, building materials and sanitary ware, beauty fairs, composite materials and furniture exhibitions. In addition, it is also involved in 
exhibitions of other segmented industries including engineering machinery, auto parts, industrial fairs, home appliances, water products, eyewear, maternal 
and baby care supplies. To advance, develop and upgrade itself, an enterprise needs to have the strength and resolve to move upward to a higher and 
larger platform. Chenxin is devoted to serving the world's outstanding institutions and enterprises as the most important goal of its development. Chenxin is 
always pursuing stronger capabilities of booth design, services, and construction. Chenxin will never forget why it started and stride forward firmly.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ044
Shanghai  Chenxin 
Exhibition Services 
Co., Ltd. 
Room 905, Mingshen Center 
Building, No. 3131, Kaixuan 
Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai

Eric Lin
(ContactsNo.1)

Sunny Wu
(ContactsNo.2)

Luyue Wang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-54560550 86-21-54560550 86-21-54560550

Mobile 86-18502137598 86-13636340570 86-17321312005

E-Mail lin_y@chanceexpo.com wu_y@chanceexpo.com wang_ly@chanceexpo.com
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DEMAGE INTERNATIONAL MESSE LTD is a professional display service company dedicated to global creative brand marketing, and it provides design, 
construction, operation management, multimedia services such as VR, AR technologies and other services. With customized design as its core, DEMAGE 
has built major comprehensive urban cultural projects, empowered full-range development of urban cultural industries, activated brands and culture in 
an all-round way, and created four major sections of display, experience, industries and operation through urban cultural complexes. It has redefined the 
cultural creativity of urban themes and promoted the high-quality development of the exhibition economy. With its successful delivery in countries along 
the Belt and Road, it has bridged cooperation between China and the rest of the world. DEMAGE has a global presence with a number of highly qualified 
personnel based in Germany, the United States and China. It has also established service outlets in more than 42 countries and 188 regions such as 
Germany, France, Spain, the United States, the United Kingdom, the United Arab Emirates, Russia, Brazil, South Africa, China, India, Singapore, Japan and 
Australia so as to provide clients with globally integrated comprehensive display solutions. At the first edition of CIIE in 2018, DEMAGE successfully offered 
services to several countries' pavilions and approx. 40 company booths (such as Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Ukraine, Israel, Hanergy, Merck, Sinar 
Mas Group APP, Fujifilm, etc.), and was well received.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ045
DEMAGE 
INTERNATIONAL 
MESSE LTD
Building 2, No. 398, Jinglian 
Road, Minhang District, 
Shanghai

Bao
(ContactsNo.1)

Serina  
(ContactsNo.2)

Wei Ya Na
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-51089939-514 86-21-51089939-282 86-21-51089939-352

Mobile 86-18817558881 86-18201823475 86-18939720865

E-Mail 514@demage.com 282@demage.com weiyana@demage.com

Shanghai YiMu Exhibition Services Co.,Ltd. is a professional exhibition booth construction supplier dedicated to global brand creative marketing, providing 
one-stop global booth design and construction services,such as exhibition design, exhibition hall plan and event management,we have worked with many 
of the world's top 500 customers. We are committed to the customer's brand and provide customers with unique designs. With more than 18 years of booth 
design and construction experience, we can help our clients make very valuable and compelling exhibition solutions. In the previous CIIE,we provided 
booth design and construction services for Country Pavilion of Chile,India Pavilion,Pavilions of 8 Pacific Island Countries and 45 enterprises, helping them 
establish a good international brand image and build a bridge to enter the Chinese market.More about our services, please visit www.yimuexhibition.com

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ046
Shanghai YiMu 
Exhibition Services 
Co., Ltd.
Rm1701, Bldg 4, No.500, 
Jianyun Road, Pudong New 
Area, Shanghai, China, 201318 

Leo Lin
(ContactsNo.1)

Lin Bao Yang
(ContactsNo.2)

Ye Zu Fei
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-58085003-104 86-21-58085003-102 86-21-58085003

Mobile 86-13381565995 86-15311116005 86-13761377111

E-Mail leolin@yimuexhibits.com baoyang@yimuexhibits.com services@yimuexhibits.com

Shanghai Toom Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. (referred to as the "Toom Exhibition"), is headquartered in Shanghai, China. Since its establishment, the 
company has provided global exhibition services to tens of thousands of exhibitors and obtained wide acclaim and recognition with its upholding the vision 
of "Global Exhibition, We are More Professional". The company has its own factories or shareholding factories in Shanghai, China, Germany Europe, Las 
Vegas, USA, New Delhi, India, Singapore and other countries and regions. And it's equipped with super comprehensive strength of integrating global booth 
design, production and exhibition and convention service resources! Toom Exhibition, as a recommended service provider of the China International Import 
Expo (CIIE 2019), i.e. the world trade stage, will serve the global exhibitors with unique and innovative design concepts, safe and practical design solutions, 
and excellent project management experience so as to showcase their corporate brands and images featuring high quality and standard.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ047
Shanghai Toom 
Exhibition Service 
Co., Ltd.
Room 1306, building B, Vanke 
vitality center, No. 2157, Hunan 
Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Joy Guo
(ContactsNo.1)

Summer Liu
(ContactsNo.2)

Shinely Xia
Leo Liu

Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-68773198 86-21-68773198 86-21-68773198

Mobile 86-18916824886 86-15901981926 Shinely: 86-15921765133
Leo: 86-15618338846

E-Mail joy@toomexpo.com summer@toomexpo.com Shinely@toomexpo.com
Leo.liu@toomexpo.com
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Chidu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. 2018, 2019, 2020 three consecutive terms China international import expo special decoration construction designated 
service providers, is a unique temperament and extremely innovative strength of the professional company, founded in 2007 on August 13, the management 
team is composed of senior experts in the industry, a registered capital of 10 million, provide one-stop exhibition marketing professional services around 
the world, with more competitive idea as the core driving force, sincerely to provide professional services! Chidu Exhibition is Chinese exhibition economy 
research association exhibition is the first-grade qualification of engineering design and construction units, the China association of museum exhibition 
engineering enterprises secondary qualification units, China association of exhibition hall ZhanChen engineering design and construction unit of 2 class 
aptitude, 2019 year China ZhanChen engineering enterprise green award, 2019 China top ten exhibition engineering enterprises. Chidu Exhibition 
services for many of the world's top 500 companies and other well-known brands. For example; 3 m, facebook, lafarge holcim, Microsoft and Boeing, 
schneider, philips, Coca-Cola, GE, budweiser, Siemens, heinz, Europe to jas, Volkswagen, lam, Seagate, Olympus, Canon, sino-us intercontinental, 
helicopters, Bosch, mitsubishi, tesla, Seagate, Smith, KUKA, zhengda group, cofco, the product cuhk group, China xd group, children, etc. Chidu Exhibition 
wholeheartedly for the third China international import expo exhibitors to provide more creative design, more experienced production exhibition layout and 
stronger project execution, for partners to provide more professional quality services, create the greatest value, create a win-win situation. Welcome to the 
success of cooperation in good news! Please visit our website www.shchidu.com for more details.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ048
Chidu Exhibition 
Service Co., Ltd 
Room 2305, Building D, Pufa 
Square, No. 1759, North 
Zhongshan Road, Putuo District, 
Shanghai

Miller
(ContactsNo.1)

Lan Gao
(ContactsNo.2)

Malley Ru
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-61767026 86-21-61478409-8019 86-21-61478408-8012

Mobile 86-18616813480 86-13636440013 86-19921161219

E-Mail charm6688@126.com 13636440013@163.com 1743712264@qq.com

With the trend of economic globalization and the deepening of cooperation among countries, the convention and exhibition industry is playing a more and more 
important role in a country's economic development and has therefore become the synonym for city name card and city economic propeller. Riding the tide of 
reform, Shandong Xi Exhibition and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. directly communicates with global economy with professionalism and services. From entering 
the industry in 2008 to establishing subsidiaries today, Xi Exhibition has always been practicing the company philosophy of "advocating innovation, being efficient 
and professional and being strict about details". Xi Exhibition, with a professional design team and convention and exhibition planning elites, offers institutions 
and enterprises with custom practical services that reflect their characteristics and connotation. In the meantime, Xi Exhibition has a professional manufacturing 
workshop and a professional construction team who strictly controls engineering and product quality, as well as cooperative factories in major cities nationwide to 
provide onsite manufacturing service.  The Decoration Engineering Department has, with high-level professional design and high-quality manufacturing that are 
shown in the whole process from decoration design and selection and matching of finishing materials to decoration construction and maintenance, won customers' 
praise and trust. The Convention & Exhibition Service Department has, with the lowest cost, the optimal design and the best results, been designated by many 
large exhibitions as the booth constructor and venue service provider. The Advertising and Planning Department, which has gathered a group of professional 
talents with high qualities, offers customers with the best exclusive plan. Xi Exhibition will, with the Expo as the opportunity, own design as highlights, execution as 
the power, professional services as the support and "providing customers with the best services" as the mission, devote all its love for the industry to its work, trying 
to make every design a breakthrough and every work a classic.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ049
SHANDONG XI EXHIBITION AND 
EXHIBITION SERVICE CO.,LTD.
Room 1104, Building A, Block 
C3, Greenland Central Plaza, 
Huaiyin District, Jinan City, 
Shandong Province

Long Xing
(ContactsNo.1)

Fiona 
(ContactsNo.2)

Lucky Guo
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-531-85866767 86-531-85866767 86-531-85866767

Mobile 86-18366967316 86-15863166524 86-18853126432

E-Mail xinglong125521@qq.com 124274301@qq.com 274330953@QQ.COM

Since its establishment in 1998, Shanghai Horizon Exhibition Co., Ltd. has focused on design and construction in the exhibition and display industry. 
Horizon Exhibition is one of the earliest innovative companies who have combined cultural exhibition with tourism.  Horizon Exhibition is involved in 
a variety of fields such as display space, commercial space and cultural and tourism space. After the development for many years, with its wisdom, 
Horizon Exhibition will become the mainstay in the new trends of tourism.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ050
Shanghai Horizon 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 304-308, No. 1107,  West 
Guangfu Road, Putuo District, 
Shanghai

Jessica
(ContactsNo.1)

Tristan
(ContactsNo.2)

Joy
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-51699517-831 86-21-61677112 86-21-61677112

Mobile 86-13003154101 86-13501816740 86-13901913569

E-Mail Jessica_lu@inhorizon.com tristan@inhorizon.com joy@inhorizon.com
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Shanghai ASEA Hengxin Convention & Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a professional convention and exhibition service organization committed to exhibition, 
conference and activity planning, organization and implementation. As a professional convention and exhibition service provider, ASEA Hengxin has 
rich convention and exhibition service experience and a group of professional talents, offering customers with all-round services in the convention 
and exhibition field. Our service network covers major convention and exhibition cities in China and we have set up branches and production factories 
in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. We once undertook and operated, as the venue constructor, Auto China, Auto Shanghai, Auto Guangzhou, 
ISPO China, China Sport Show, Automotive Testing Expo, BITE, China-Northeast Asia Expo, China Hi-tech Fair, etc. We maintain a long-term 
strategic cooperation relationship with renowned organizers in Shanghai such as Messe Muenchen Shanghai Co., Ltd., Messe Frankfurt, Hannover 
Milano Fairs China Ltd. and China Council for the Promotion of International Trade. We have won the trust of convention and exhibition organizers 
and exhibitors, as well as a good reputation in the industry. ASEA Hengxin maintains many quality custom-built booth customers, including CCTV, 
People's Daily, Samsung, Kubota, IMG, Keppel Land China, Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Hyundai Motor, Yahoo, Alibaba, BitAuto, ChinaCars, etc.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ052
Shanghai ASEA 
Hengxin Convention 
& Exhibition Co., Ltd.
West Zone, 5/F, Building D, No. 
787, Xiehe Road, Changning 
District, Shanghai

Judy Jia
(ContactsNo.1)

Betty Ni
(ContactsNo.2)

Emma Li
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-58600698-106 86-21-58600698-109 86-21-58600698-118

Mobile 86-15902199806 86-13816906523 86-13764536658

E-Mail judy_jia@aseaexpo.com betty_ni@aseaexpo.com emma_li@aseaexpo.com

Acme Exhibition Co., Ltd., ACME for short, is an exhibition expert in planning & design, construction & management and operation & communication. Over 
the years, ACME has been committed to providing one-stop services including museum planning and design, interactive media innovation design, display and 
exhibition design and execution and brand activity operation and communication and so on to governments and renowned domestic and international brands. 
ACME designed and constructed the Rinnai booth at the 1st China International Import Expo held in 2018, the booths of AUX, Rinnai, VIOMI, Aucma, 
Topband and Little Swan at the Appliance World Expo 2019, the booths of Midea, AUX, VIOMI and Aucma, totaling over 10,000 square meters at the 
Appliance World Expo 2018, and the outdoor booths of Lovol, SDLG and Shantui, totaling over 10,000 square meters at Bauma China 2018. We have 
always been sticking to the core values of "focusing on convention & exhibition and working with strength", the design values of "voicing ourselves through 
works and letting creativity shine" and the working values of "gathering individual accumulation and gaining team glory". ACME strives to become the 
exhibition practitioner with the most strength in innovation in the industry that is involved in the whole industry chain from strategy to design to production 
and implementation and contribute a bit to the global cultural exhibition cause with unique design thinking, excellent creativity presentation and professional 
executive capability.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ051
Acme Exhibition Co., 
Ltd.
5/F, Building 4, No. 498, 
Guoshoujing Road, Pudong New 
Area, Shanghai

Eva Ma
(ContactsNo.1)

Miranda Zheng
(ContactsNo.2)

Joyce Dai
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-68862183 86-13764880898 86-13918092007

Mobile 86-13816280095 86-13764880898 86-13918092007

E-Mail maxue@acmeinternational.net miranda@acmeinternational.net daichen@acmeinternational.net

Established in 2006, Dovitesse (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a display engineering enterprise specialized in engineering construction services such as 
venue setup, custom-built booth construction and commercial display facilities at domestic and international large expos, exhibitions, commercial facility and 
office spaces and high-end art exhibitions. We have a complete, standard project manufacturing system, over 600 senior professional project personnel and 
technicians proficient in process, professional manufacturing workshops complete with facilities and a rigorous professional quality management system. 
With subsidiaries in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou, we have offered large convention and exhibition construction engineering services to various 
industries. With an engineering team with many years' construction experience and advanced production equipment, we complete all kinds of projects 
for several hundred enterprises every year, with a total display area of over 50,000 square meters, and provide customers with the trustworthiest quality 
assurance. As a leading enterprise in the industry, Dovitesse provided quality engineering implementation and construction services for the 2010 World 
Expo in Shanghai. Dovitesse (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ053
Dovitesse (Beijing) 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Liangjiawu Village, Xiadian 
Town, Hui Autonomous County 
of Dachang, Langfang City, 
Hebei Province

Li Qiang
(ContactsNo.1)

Li Biyuan   
(ContactsNo.2)

Sun Libin
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-80429591 86-10-80429591 86-10-80429591

Mobile 86-13720090702 86-13911546849 86-17610089922

E-Mail 976501549@qq.com DWT2000@126.com 464415121@qq.com
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Xuanwei offers customers with all-round solutions including design, construction, management operation and communication of projects like exhibition 
& display, enterprise exhibition halls, events, conferences, decoration engineering and environmentally-friendly booths. Located in Zhangjiang Science 
City, Shanghai, Xuanwei has a group of professional project personnel who know process very well and professional designers who graduated from 
academies of fine arts. With rich convention and exhibition experience, brand new design concepts, keen insight into the market and understanding of 
customer demands, Xuanwei has served many government projects and domestic and international renowned brands. Xuanwei is also a designated 
service provider of many public institutions, enterprises and large expos. Xuanwei is an integrated display service provider with very strong innovation 
capability in China. Xuanwei's honors: Director of Shanghai Convention and Exhibition Industry Association, Member of China Association for Exhibition 
Centers Member of China Convention, Exhibition & Event Society, Director of Shanghai Weinan Chamber of Commerce, Strategic cooperation service 
provider of Guangdong Fairs Organizers Association, Director of Events Fortune, AAA Credit Enterprise of the 315 National Credit Reference System, 
2013-2018 Goldfinger Award of China Event Industry - Top 10 Convention and Exhibition Enterprises: Innovation Award, 2015-2018 Guangdong Fairs 
Organizers Association - Top 10 Organizers: Brand Service Provider, 2017 Top 10 Convention and Exhibition Service Providers of China. Xuanwei's 
qualifications: Class I qualifications for display engineering issued by Shanghai Convention and Exhibition Industry Association, Class II qualifications 
for integration of exhibition & display engineering design and construction issued by China Convention, Exhibition & Event Society, Class II qualifications 
for exhibition engineering issued by the China Association for Exhibition Centers, Xuanwei's exhibition and display services are GB/T19001-2016/
ISO9001:2015 certified, Xuanwei's exhibition and display services are GB/T28001-2011/OHSAS18001:2007 certified, Xuanwei's exhibition and display 
services are GB/T24001-2016/ISO14001:2015 certified.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ054
Shanghai Xuanwei 
Planning Co., Ltd.
 K2-183, No. 3188, Xiupu Rd., 
Pudong, Shanghai

George Li
(ContactsNo.1)

Pratrick Kang
(ContactsNo.2)

luffy
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-61554884 86-21-60480004 86-21-60480002

Mobile 86-13482348634 86- 13482822585 86-15901861171

E-Mail 358698856@qq.com xuanwei2010@sina.com 275213989@qq.com

Shanghai Kena Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. is an influential all-round brand design and manufacturing company integrating custom-built booth construction 
and operation of exhibition halls, conferences, events and venues. Kena has always been focusing on creating and managing brand value for customers 
and aims to build a competitive brand marketing agency. We provide services to domestic and international brands with international design ideas and 
exquisite craftsmanship. We are an efficient, excellent, passionate international elite team with many years' experience in exhibition construction. With 
profound understanding of serving high-end brands, we are committed to building high-end, personalized, experience brand promotion and communication 
platforms for customers.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ055
Shanghai Kena 
Exhibition Service 
Co., Ltd.
Room920-923,Building A, No.99 
Fengpu Avenue （Shanghai

Helen Yu
(ContactsNo.1)

Richard Liao
(ContactsNo.2)

Bonnie
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-37568632-816 86-21-37568632-818 86-21-37568632-823

Mobile 86-18917318586 86-17721172078 86-18964546533

E-Mail ciie@kenachina.com ciiechina@kenachina.com ciiechina@kenachina.com

Beijing Dinghan Exhibition Services Co., Ltd. is a professional company that offers commercial exhibition and display design and construction and 
activity planning services. Since its establishment in 2005, Dinghan has served 20 Fortune Global 500 companies. We have many design and 
manufacturing talents. Besides undertaking large exhibition and display projects such as commercial, technological, cultural and educational projects 
and museums, we also provide corporate culture display and image planning, design and making services for enterprises, exhibition halls, specialty 
stores, office buildings and meeting places. Based on tradition, displaying the present and innovating for the future, Dinghan will provide customers 
with the most professional, considerate, excellent and complete services as always.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ056
Beijing Dinghan 
Exhibition Services 
Co., Ltd.
40-3-301, CSCEC 
Hongshanxigu, Songzhuang, 
Tongzhou District, Beijing

Tony Huang
(ContactsNo.1)

Daisy Hong
(ContactsNo.2)

Eric Liu
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-88789711-602 86-10-88789711-603 86-10-88789711-608

Mobile 86-13581898831 86-13910557843 86-18500021347

E-Mail tonyhuang@dinghan.net.cn   daisyhong@dinghan.net.cn   eric@dinghan.net.cn   
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CYTS-Linkage is a professional integrated marketing company under China Everbright Group and CYTS. Headquartered in Beijing, CYTS-Linkage has 
branches in 15 cities such as Shanghai and Shenzhen. CYTS-Linkage has been long engaged in the fields of tourism, IT, fast-moving consumer goods, 
healthcare, auto and finance and offers comprehensive services such as event marketing and digital marketing for governments and enterprises. CYTS 
Linkage has been listed as Top 30 Chinese PR Companies for seven years straight, and is among The Holmes Report's Global Top 100 PR Agencies.  
In terms of exhibition and display, CYTS-Linkage has been ISO9001 and ISO14001 certified, reaching international standards on service quality and 
management system. CYTS-Linkage has been committed to building a communication bridge between enterprises and consumers and turning brands' 
good impressions into good experience. CYTS-Linkage has successfully completed 2019 CES and 2019 MWC in which Chinese enterprises participated, 
the Dell booth at the 1st China International Import Expo, the BMW and IBM booths at the World Internet Conference for several years, the SAP booth at 
the Big Data Expo, etc., through which CYTS-Linkage has accumulated rich experience in booth design, construction, operation and management. As the 
theme publicity service provider of the 1st China International Import Expo, CYTS-Linkage was highly praised by the organizer. As the construction service 
provider of the Business Exhibition, CYTS-Linkage will, based on the success experience in the 1st China International Import Expo and centering on 
enterprise customers' core requirements, provide one-stop booth solutions from booth design to construction to operation, in order to attract visitors and 
increase exposure for customers more effectively.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ058
CYTS-LINKAGE (BEI 
JINGI) PUBLIC RELATIONS 
CONSULTING CO., LTD.
Room 1201, 12/F, CYTS Building, 
No. 5 Dongzhimennan Avenue, 
Dongcheng District, Beijing

Felix Mao
(ContactsNo.1)

Vicky Xu
(ContactsNo.2)

Cherry Yang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-61295231 86-21-61295245 86-21-61295150

Mobile 86-15618961017 86-15901041183 86-18917610868

E-Mail maokaijun@cytslinkage.com xuqr@cytslinkage.com yangc@cytslinkage.com

Expo-One (China) Limited is engaged in the planning and design and engineering construction of public relations and convention & exhibition projects 
around the world. Expo-One offers professional services concerning product display and brand communication and promotion, activates the most effective 
brand experience for customers' target audience, and provides different types of service platforms for customers in the process of brand enhancement. 
Expo-One enjoys good fame in more than 50 countries and regions for its excellent quality and professional services in the international comprehensive 
convention & exhibition and PR service industry. Expo-One has provided one-stop convention & exhibition and PR services and developed comprehensive 
brand communication plans for nearly 100 enterprises. Expo-One has international advanced creative ideas, excellent global display design and space 
design teams, an international curatorial team and a professional engineering management system. The mature management model and the ability to 
integrate overseas resources have laid a solid foundation for serving top international conventions and exhibitions and renowned brands. Adhering to 
the idea of sustainability and the thinking of differential operation, Expo-One has integrated excellent resources worldwide and cultivated an international 
team. Expo-One now has a global crossover cooperation network composed of a number of international partners who are top forces in the fields of brand 
research, design, creativity and space planning to create world-leading brand value for customers.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ057
EXPO-ONE (CHINA) 
LIMITED
Room 206, Building B, Tianqiao 
Yishu Building, No. 1 South 
Tianqiao Street, Xicheng District, 
Beijing

Wendy Wu
(ContactsNo.1)

Tony wang   
(ContactsNo.2)

Lily Li
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-64377200-8078 86-10-64377200-8070 86-10-64377200-8002

Mobile 86-10-13811687074 86-10-13811926875 86-10-15801306203

E-Mail wendy.w@expo-1.cn tony.wang@expo-1.cn lili@expo-1.cn

Shanghai Qi Shilu Brand Planning Co., Ltd. was founded in 2010. It offers booth design and construction, event planning and operation and brand image 
design services across the world. Class II qualifications for exhibition engineering enterprises issued by the China Association for Exhibition Centers; 
AAA Enterprise in the credit rating system for Chinese small and medium-sized enterprises; Member of the National Council for Dual Use Technologies & 
Products; Green Exhibition Agency·Most Influential Convention and Exhibition Service Company; Designated service provider of the 1st China International 
Import Expo; Service provider of Belt and Road international financial communication activities. Qi Shilu: market-oriented, innovation-driven, viewing quality 
as life and service as the foundation; Qi Shilu: to extend value for brands; Qi Shilu: to make it convenient for exhibitors.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ059
Shanghai Qi Shilu 
Brand Planning Co., 
Ltd. 
2/F, Building 2, No. 618, Jianyun 
Road, Pudong New Area, 
Shanghai

CQO Steven
(ContactsNo.1)

Wendy
(ContactsNo.2)

Baby
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-31295899 86-21-31295899 86-21-31295899

Mobile 86-13524775559 86-15821501986 86-15010005168

E-Mail 529306283@qq.com 
cqo@qslzl.com

240499646@qq.com 
Wendy.ma@qslzl.com

184886478@qq.com 
baby@qslzl.com
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Shanghai Yiyue Exhibition Co., Ltd., formerly the Exhibition Department of Shanghai medical equipment industry (Group) Co., Ltd., was established in 
1992. Since the first edition of China International Medical Equipment Expo, it has been one of the main exhibition design and production enterprises 
for 83 editions. It has also been awarded the first batch of class II enterprise qualification of Shanghai exhibition engineering enterprise by Shanghai 
Exhibition Industry Association. The company has near 1000 sets of aluminum profile materials, other props, electrical materials, etc. in the 500 square 
meter warehouse and standard booth, and also has more than 13000 square meters of production site. The plant area meets the Integrated Wastewater 
Discharge Standard, Integrated Air Pollutant Discharge Standard and Industrial Enterprise Boundary Environmental Noise Discharge Standard. It is mainly 
engaged in exhibition, exhibition hall, commercial space and all kinds of new aluminum booth design and construction and related planning, service 
business. The core business of the company is the design and construction of the exhibition group of China International Medical Equipment Fair (Spring 
and Autumn), the booth and venue construction of large-scale exhibitions such as East China Fair, China International Industry Fair and auto show, as well 
as the layout and construction of several Spring and Autumn Auctions in China. In 2019, it was a great honor for the company to participate in the design 
and construction work of the second CIIE. It also won the "Contribution Award for the CIIE" by Shanghai Exhibition Industry Association.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ060
Shanghai Yiyue 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 353, No. 406, Middle 
Jiangxi Road, Huangpu District, 
Shanghai

James Yang
(ContactsNo.1)

Davy Dai
(ContactsNo.2)

Qian Zhi Liang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-63232086 86-21-63230107 86-21-63219372

Mobile 86-13817123778 86-13817708756 86-13801749524

E-Mail 491164445@qq.com yiyue_sh@hotmail.com qaz19571202@icloud.com

AMBROSIUS is a brand founded in Germany in 1872, and established Ambrosius China in Shanghai in 2004. In the past decade and more, Ambrosius 
China has been growing up as an excellent, powerful brand in the exhibition field with the development of the Chinese convention and exhibition industry. 
"German Quality Made in China" was, is and is to be our faith and pursuit. We’ve served various clients for many years, such as Mercedes-Benz, Maserati, 
Porsche, Volvo, Ferrari, Schaeffler, BASF, EBM, etc. The Volkswagen exhibition hall at the Beijing Olympic Games 2008, 3 pavilions in Expo 2010 Shanghai 
(Pavilion Bremen, Pavilion Shanghai and Pavilion Sweden) were also our proud works. At the China International Import Expo in the past years, we 
provided wonderful booths and services to numbers of world-class brands such as Siemens Healthineers, HSBC, Kuehne+Nagel, Maserati, Pirelli, Lanxess, 
Evonik, DP World and Wework.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ061
Ambrosius Exhibition 
Design and Building 
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Room 504, Building 1, Huixin 
International Edifice, No. 333, Yishan 
Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai

Stein Zhang
(ContactsNo.1)

Reyne Wang 
(ContactsNo.2)

Peix Wang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-62285533-225 86-21-62285533-233 86-21-62285533-216

Mobile 86-18616994983 86-13701954882 86-13671897219

E-Mail stein.zhang@ambrosius-
china.cn

reyne.wang@ambrosius-
china.cn

peix.wang@ambrosius-
china.cn

Lankam, a leading enterprise focusing on urban cultural communication and display technology, is engaged in commercial space design, venue planning 
and operation, multimedia technology R&D and event PR marketing. Headquartered in Shanghai, China, Lankam has currently set up branches in Beijing, 
Chengdu and Xi'an and offices in Germany, the United States, Brazil, Singapore, Dubai, etc. After more than a decade's exploration, Lankam now covers 
over 200 countries and regions and offers global integrated display solutions to customers. With many years' experience and strength, Lankam is recognized 
by the industry. We are a member of the China Association for Exhibition Centers, director of the Shanghai Convention and Exhibition Industry Association 
and member of the Chengdu Exhibition & Conference Union. As a designated constructor of the 2010 World Expo, we won the 2010 Contribution Award of 
Convention and Exhibition Enterprises for Serving Shanghai World Expo. In the meantime, we have the certificates of ISO9001:2016/ISO 9001:2016 and GB/
T24001-2016/ISO 14001:2015, Class I qualifications for display engineering issued by the China Association for Exhibition Centers, Class I qualifications for 
display engineering enterprises in Shanghai, Class I qualifications for integration of display engineering design and construction, Class II qualifications for 
building interior construction, Class II qualifications for building decoration engineering design, etc. In future we will strive to open up a new pattern featuring 
all-round all-brand service and become an innovation enterprise that facilitates scientific and technological and cultural development. Green, environmentally-
friendly construction has always been our goal and the concept that we have always been upholding. We will provide customers with one-stop custom 
environmental protection plans. We believe that we will be your best choice for the China International Import Expo this year!

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ062
Shanghai Lankam 
Exhibition Design 
Co.，Ltd.
Room 3062, Building A, Block 
7, No. 128, Huayuan Road, 
Hongkou District, Shanghai

Tina
(ContactsNo.1)

Yoyo
(ContactsNo.2)

Peter
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-56546488 86-21-56090999-8038 86-21-56090999-8003

Mobile 86-18717795229 86-13918451872 86-18602140477

E-Mail ciie2019@lankam.com yoyo.yan@lankam.com peter.lv@lankam.com
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CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd. is committed to provide customers with planning, design, construction, project management and multimedia digital 
technology, which integrates a systematic ‘one-stop’ exhibition display engineering services. In both domestic and international market, CMEC EXPO 
engineering unit provides professional package solution for museum, theme pavilion, cooperative hall, the theme park and the exhibition project operation 
and management, which demonstrates its rich creative design experience and superb construction technology. In recent years, the company's main 
operation and participation projects in terms of international and national exhibitions including China International Import Expo, China Import and Export Fair 
(Canton fair), China-Africa Economic and Trade Expo, China-Arab States Expo, China-Eurasia Expo, China Beijing World Horticultural Expo etc. With high 
quality cooperation resources and convenient standardized production, application of non-standard design and modular construction facilities, CMEC EXPO 
engineering business covers the whole world. In aspect of domestic market, we have set up production bases in many cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, 
Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Wuhan, Changsha, Hong Kong, Ningxia, Xinjiang and other cities. In terms of overseas business, we have conducted 
regional layout. Many exhibition projects has been successfully implemented in Asian Market such as Malaysia and Thailand. In Europe, we have signed 
strategic cooperation agreements with well-known European exhibition companies and reached cooperation on a number of world-renowned exhibition 
projects and projects in both China and Europe. At the same time, we undertake the agency of the company's outbound projects special decoration 
construction business, providing enterprises with a complete industrial chain service. In Africa, we cooperated with local partners to complete the national-
level project – China-Arab States Expo and completed the comprehensive exhibition “CASE in Egypt”. In Americas, we are showcasing creativity and 
innovation, presenting the new car launch and test drive activities of Chinese automobile companies, We have traveled more than 300 cities in more than 
100 countries and regions around the world. CMEC EXPO: building a bright future together with you.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ063
CMEC International 
Exhibition
CMEC Business Building, No. 
42, Zhongguancunbei Avenue, 
Haidian District, Beijing

Liang Zhang
(ContactsNo.1)

Sixiu Jia
(ContactsNo.2)

Hang Kong
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-82686261 86-10-82686857 86-10-63314740

Mobile 86-13810065469 86-18301125337 86-15010324917

E-Mail zhangliang@cmecexpo.com jiasixiu@cmecexpo.com konghang@cmecexpo.com

Shanghai Yizhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. is a professional&international enterprise dedicated to the global exhibition design and construction. We 
have network platforms and industrial chains in more than 70 regions such as Germany, the United States, Australia, the United Kingdom, and France to 
provide integrated global exhibition services. Our factory is located in Shanghai Jinshan Industrial Park, a 40-minute drive from the National Convention 
and Exhibition Center, covering an area of 5,000 m2. Yizhan is the first in the field to obtain Shanghai EIA Certification, pass ISO Certification ,and In 
2018 officially became the member of China Green Exhibition Alliance under the Ministry of Commerce. Yizhan introduced German exhibition equipment 
and technology to improve the quality of the booth. It is committed to the innovative research and development of 100% reused green booth . Moreover, 
30-minute quick-build booth was developed to achieve assembly innovation, which greatly reduced the booth cost by 50%, which coincided with the 
concept of CIIE. "Good design is minimalist, and the exhibition is used to vividly experience the exhibits." Yizhan has gathered a group of design and sales 
teams with domestic and foreign experience, and has long-term services in various industries, such as East China Fair , MEDICA, Shanghai International 
Auto Expo, Shanghai CBE Beauty Expo, Automechanika Shanghai, Bauma Exhibition and so on. At the last CIIE, Yizhan has successfully served multiple 
exhibitors. In 2020, we will continue to serve every customer with the values of high efficiency, meticulousness, and integrity to help exhibitors expand the 
market easily.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ064
SHANGHAI YIZHAN 
EXHIBITION 
SERVICE  CO ., LTD
11-305, Ruri Business Park, No. 
3855, Shangnan Road, Pudong 
New Area, Shanghai

Quinta Zhang
(ContactsNo.1)

Cindy Ge
(ContactsNo.2)

Zhou Li Ping 
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-50580765-803 86-21-50580765-807 86-21-50580765-806

Mobile 86- 18352863807 86 16621620335 86-18918965058

E-Mail info@izexpo.com.cn sales@izexpo.com.cn 396817299@qq.com
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UEXPO International, a controlled subsidiary of UTour Group (stock code: 002707), is a professional convention and exhibition service brand that focuses 
on global high-end convention and exhibition design and construction demands and has a macro vision for integrated marketing. Strengths: Business scope 
gathering global wisdom and fine collaboration. We understand very well and master the best quality standards and technological process for global exhibition 
construction services. A management team with comprehensive capability and leading thinking. Our core management team members have 15 years' global 
operation experience, an international vision and comprehensive operation management capability. Considerate, wholehearted and customer-oriented. "Sense 
of responsibility+active service awareness" is the code of conduct and awareness that we have always been upholding. Whole-process, flexibly controlled 
service coverage. We have seamlessly linked service content including creative planning, visual presentation, spatial structure, manufacturing, construction 
and comprehensive maintenance, which can fully meet all kinds of construction demands of exhibitors around the world. We are ISO9001:2008 certified, and 
a core member of the China organization of OSPI, the largest convention and exhibition constructors' organization in the world. We have a domestic self-run 
factory and a number of overseas manufacturing and storage bases that meet international standards and comply with local situations. We are an innovation-
oriented professional exhibition service enterprise with comprehensive service capability and strenth. Service content: UEXPO International's "Chuanxin" full 
service system is a strong professional system that offers comprehensive integrated services to end customers after regulating multifarious specific exhibition 
demands through professional management and industry experience. It includes six major service modules, namely, brand marketing support, advertising 
creativity and works, visual application design, exhibition and display engineering, PR activity execution and mobile app development. Through the system, 
UEXPO International has provided perfect service process and results to many domestic and international enterprises and brands.  

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ066
UEXPO International 
Conference & Exhibition 
Service Co., Ltd.
No.8 Chaoyang Park Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing 
100125, China.

Daniel Lee
(ContactsNo.1)

Aaron Zhang
(ContactsNo.2)

Virginia Zhang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-53391730 86-10-53391730 86-10-53391730

Mobile 86-15611116966 86-13693562096 86-15510329333

E-Mail li.kailiang@uexpoworld.cn zhang.dashan@uexpoworld.cn zhang.wanlin@uexpoworld.cn

Beijing ArtAeon Group was founded in 2004. At the beginning, the Group provided construction and service to large listed companies, advertising 
companies, governments and state-owned enterprises. To meet the demands for expansion of business scope, Beijing ArtAeon Building Decoration 
Co., Ltd. was founded in 2008. Five years later, Beijing ArtAeon International Expo Co., Ltd. (ArtAeon) was established, which then set up branches in 
Guangzhou, Shanghai, Shanxi, Shandong and Harbin successively and established strategic partnership with counterparts in Wuhan, Tianjin, Chongqing 
and Xi'an. ArtAeon has successfully provided relevant design and services to top brands in domestic and international conventions and exhibitions.Those 
brands include Kerui Petroleum, CRRC, Sinopec, Tsinghua Tongfang, Huawei, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Audi, Haier, Panasonic and Sony. After more than a 
decade's development, ArtAeon has gathered graduates from domestic specialized institutions such as the Central Academy of Fine Arts and 36 excellent 
managers in the industry with more than eight years’ working experience. ArtAeon has production factories totaling over 320,000 square meters in Beijing, 
Shanghai, Guangzhou, fixed construction team composed of over 170 employees, and 48 specialized technicians. ArtAeon has the highest qualifications in 
the industry including Class I qualifications for display engineering and Class I qualifications for integration of design and construction issued by the China 
Association for Exhibition Centers, as well as the ISO9001 Quality Management System Certificate and Environmental Management System Certificate. 
ArtAeon has won the service qualification as a designated constructor and the honor of "Excellent Design and Construction Unit" many times in large 
conventions held by the state and local governments. In 2016, to meet business development needs, with many years' deep involvement in the Chinese 
convention and exhibition industry, ArtAeon adjusted its strategy to becoming a "customization expert in the convention and exhibition industry". We will 
make unremitting efforts with unique "craftsman spirit" to build a world-class professional team.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ065
Beijing ArtAeon 
International Expo 
Co., Ltd.
Room 1306, Building E, Beichen 
Fudi V Center, Chaoyang 
District, Beijing

Dandan Gao
(ContactsNo.1)

Yuan Huang   
(ContactsNo.2)

Xuewei Li
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-57230388 86-10-57251081 86-10-57230388

Mobile 86-13488785935 86-13601117373 86-13436323691

E-Mail 328673739@qq.com 46061844@qq.com 2636828892@qq.com

Shanghai Guantu exhibition service co., ltd ,was established in 2009 with a registered capital: RMB 5,000,000Yuan ,it is a professional exhibition service 
company which specialized in domestic and international exhibition and the booth design and construction services. Shanghai Guantu has been serving the 
exhibition institutions for a long time , including CIIE ,CHINAPLAS, WEE EXPO, ITMA ASIA+CITME, BAUMA CHINA and so on. Shanghai Guantu exhibition 
service co.,ltd has successfully completed the booth setup for KOREA exhibition group, SIMON, SHISEIDO, LVD, HELLER, CNLP, LUKOIL, HOMART, 
CZECH  EXHIBITION GROUP,  DONGGUO PHARMACEUTICAL and other booth projects totaling more than 6,000 square meters in 2018 and 2019 China 
International Import Expo. Shanghai guantu has been resignated and recommended by the following exhibitions for booth setup: China international import 
expo (CIIE); China international pet aquarium exhibition (CIPS); China international power show (GPOWER); China international wind power show (CWEE); 
China international beauty expo (CIBE).

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ067
Shanghai Guantu 
Exhibition Services 
CO., Ltd. 
Room 708A, Building D, No. 
1777 Hualong Road, Qingpu 
District, Shanghai

zhongcheng FU
(ContactsNo.1)

na ZHOU
(ContactsNo.2)

lan ZHANG
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-60829258 86-21-60829259 86-21-60829158

Mobile 86-13817062691 86-13663861377 86-15821508897

E-Mail guantu001@gt-expo.com.cn guantu006@gt-expo.com.cn guantu002@gt-expo.com.cn
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When Shanghai Vision Expo Culture Communication Co.Ltd was founded, it always aim to the international domain, and on the layout of the creative 
center of globalization and offices, efficiently meets the world's first tier cities for the different needs of customers, the company set advantage 
resources to focus on the case of marketing, operations and creative activity planning. Vision's exhibition hall planning three major parts, the service 
areas involves the professional field, sports culture, social class, etc..Through the innovative hardware infrastructure and abundant professional 
talents, and see Vision unique "5A standards" coordinated work system enables the apparent Vision to use the latest digital technology and cutting-
edge innovation idea up to display design, big events in control all the way, High-end project plan execution, etc, multi-channel brand display work, 
all depending on the Vision, designed to customer needs, China import expo from Year 2018 to 2019, depending on the Vision to "zero error" high 
standard requirements of the complete the BOSCH, CANON,AVANCIS,SYSMEX, Sino-US, Elekta .etc business such as international project booth to 
make a total of 6000 square meters and rendering.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ068
Shanghai Vision 
Expo Culture 
Communication 
CO.,LTD
5/F, No. 41, Lane 118, Yonghe 
Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai

Kevin
(ContactsNo.1)

anna
(ContactsNo.2)

daisy
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-66511999 86-21-66511999 86-21-66511999

Mobile 86-18701935870 86-18616661319 86-13611682835

E-Mail kevin@v-expo.net 2355465110@qq.com daisyhe@v-expo.net

Shanghai Total Expo Service Co., Ltd. (referred to as the "Total Expo") is a comprehensive exhibition venue operator and exhibition service 
provider of integrated global service solutions for various exhibitions, events, competitions and brands. Founded in 2015, Total Expo has become 
one of China's largest convention & exhibition service providers and established professional exhibition venue operators over years' development. 
Headquartered in Shanghai with branches in Beijing, Guangzhou, Changsha, Qingdao and other cities, the company has over 150 employees. 
Its warehouse in Shanghai covers an area of over 5,000 square meters. It has purchased over 500 types of exhibition equipment. Total Expo has 
delivered over 2,000 exhibition venue services over the years, and it currently serves the National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai), 
Shanghai New International Expo Centre, China Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center, and Changsha International Convention 
and Exhibition Center.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ070
Shanghai Total Expo 
Service Co., Ltd. 
Room 505, Building B0, National 
Exhibition and Convention Center 
(Shanghai), 333 Songze Boulevard, 
Qingpu District, Shanghai

Ray
(ContactsNo.1)

Jun
(ContactsNo.2)

Sam
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-39882818 86-21-39882818 86-21-39882818

Mobile 86-13166242866 86-18013595173 86-13122190555

E-Mail Ray@totalexpo.net wgj@totalexpo.net Sam@totalexpo.net

Founded in April 2011 with a registered capital of 10 million yuan, Canton Fair Exhibition Design and Construction Co., Ltd. is a wholly state-owned company 
directly under the organizer of Canton Fair—China Foreign Trade Centre (Group),  the exclusively designated hosting construction service provider for the 
Canton Fair, as well as the exclusively designated provider of services including exhibition design, tent setup and signage for the Canton Fair. The company 
is mainly engaged in hosting construction, venue planning, booth building, event operation, and conference identity design and construction (signage 
design and installation). It delivers more than 30 hosting construction projects for various exhibition organizers every year. The company is certified with the 
Grade I exhibition engineering, China Association for Exhibition Centers (CAEC) and the ISO9001:2015 International Quality Management System, and it 
is a council member of GZCEIA, all of which demonstrates its leading management capacity. It boasts rich services and management experience in major 
exhibitions. As an integrated professional exhibition brand service provider with professional marketing and management teams of over 100 members, 
the company has established a sound professional management system, provides exhibition hosts with integrated hosting construction services including 
signage setting, event planning, service consulting, exhibitor contact, on-site management and custom-built booth design review, and offers exhibitors 
with all-rounded one-stop services such as corporate image promotion, exhibition design, booth building, leasing of exhibition materials and fittings, and 
warehousing & logistics.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ071
Shanghai Branch, Canton 
Fair Exhibition Design and 
Construction Co., Ltd.
Room 508, Building B, National 
Exhibition and Convention 
Center (Shanghai), 181 Laigang 
Road, Qingpu District, Shanghai

KiKi
(ContactsNo.1)

Danna
(ContactsNo.2)

GuoQiang Zhou
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-39883885 86-21-39883886 86-21-39883887

Mobile 86-15721491757 86-13472457576 86-13922276235

E-Mail djq@cfedc.net ddd@cfedc.net 632350778@qq.com
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Founded in 1998, Shanghai Montgomery Exhibition Services Co., Ltd. is an innovative enterprise providing case planning, design and building services for 
brands. While growing up with China's exhibition industry, the company has accumulated rich exhibition experience, and kept improving service quality and 
innovating exhibition design with the mission of delivering premium exhibition services. We are committed to working out a detailed exhibition plan for every 
client, and creating unique exhibition design to fully showcase the client's vision for corporate and product development.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ072
Shanghai Montgomery 
Exhibition Services Co., 
Ltd.
Room 809, Building 42, No. 
1969, Puxing Road, Minhang 
District, Shanghai

Johansoon.Ma
(ContactsNo.1)

yue wang
(ContactsNo.2)

qian cheng
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-34788290/91/92 86-21-34788290/91/92 86-21-34788290/91/92

Mobile 86-18321132014 86-18121243920 86-13681847703

E-Mail Johansoonma@126.com 969499744@qq.com 120891896@qq.com

Shanghai Sima Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. the designated service provider for two consecutive editions of the China International Import Expo. Sima is 
an innovative integrated exhibition service provider in China,  a professional design engineering company specialized in exhibition and showroom design 
and construction at home and abroad, and a modern company with visions, innovation and teamwork spirit, advanced international service philosophy and 
human-oriented corporate culture. Equipped with a team of domestic and foreign elites, as well as a plant covering an area of over 10,000 square meters, 
Sima is able to meet clients' various needs. While its scope of services reaching across mainland China, the company has extended its service network to 
countries and regions such as Hong Kong, Japan, Germany, the United States, Dubai, Russia and India, and is ready to offer globally integrated exhibition 
solutions. Website: www.sima-expo.com

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ074
Shanghai Sima 
Exhibition Service 
Co., Ltd.  
Room 701 Building A, E-link 
World Huaxin Park, 1777 
Hualong Road, Shanghai

Emme
(ContactsNo.1)

Mark
(ContactsNo.2)

Cherry
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-34713921-8008 86-21-34713922 86-21-34713922

Mobile 86-13918586466 86-13391338048 86-13776118175

E-Mail emme_sima@126.com sima_expo@126.com sima_expo@126.com

Founded in 2010, Guangdong Makei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. is committed to building an all-round exhibition service platform with more professional, 
considerate and efficient services. We provide services including venue construction, custom-built booth design, showroom and concession design, stage 
design and construction of events and conferences  at international and domestic exhibitions. Headquartered in Guangzhou, the company is equipped with 
a team of over 30 employees specialized in business, design, client service and project management, and is able to handle an annual business capacity 
of 40 million yuan. We have established partnerships and built plants in Beijing, Shanghai, Hunan and other areas, and given play to our overall resource 
advantage through synchronized group-based management. Our processing and warehousing base in Guangzhou covers a total area of nearly 10,000 
square meters. With years of exhibition experience, we have maintained good cooperative relations with a number of renowned enterprises such as AUX, 
Shangpin, Zhongyuan, Hualian and Truking. From 2017 to 2019, we successfully co-hosted "China (Liling) Ceramics Industry Expo" and "Liling Fireworks 
and Crackers Fair" with the  People's Government of Liling Prefecture by planning and coordinating and fitting its venue  and custom-built booth design and 
construction services. Makei is ready to work with you for new success. Contact: Liu Zhiyong Mobile: +8615989196805 Tel (Complaint): +86 181 3875 9461 
Miss Lu E-mail: makei@makei.cn

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ073
Guangdong Makei 
Exhibition Service 
Co., Ltd.
Building A4, Zone A, North 
Island, 51 Xingang East Road, 
Haizhu District, Guangzhou

Yong Liu
(ContactsNo.1)

Jun Yuan   
(ContactsNo.2)

Kerry Lu
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-89220512 86-20-34173636 86-20-89220583

Mobile 86-15989196805 86-13660035850 86-18138759461

E-Mail 43768004@qq.com 41099909@qq.com makei@makei.cn
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Founded in 2013, Eunice (Beijing) International Exhibition Co., Ltd. is an exhibition company specialized in convention & exhibition engineering services. It has 
been certified by ISO9001 Quality Management System and ISO14001 Environmental Management System. The company's primary businesses include 
exhibition building, event and conference planning, interior design and decoration, museum production, visual identity system and graphic design, 
all of which aim to help clients display their corporate image and product concepts vividly. Currently, its engineering companies in Beijing, Shanghai 
and Guangzhou ensure all-rounded premium turnkey exhibition services and top execution schemes to fully meet convention & exhibition needs of various 
industrial clients.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ075
Eunice (Beijing) 
International 
Exhibition Co., Ltd. 
19 Ningjing Alley, Wise Valley, 
Wangjing, Chaoyang District, 
Beijing

Jon Liu
(ContactsNo.1)

Zuo Zheng
(ContactsNo.2)

Guan Haipeng
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-56243683 86-10-56222067 86-10-56218967

Mobile 86-15611135196 86-13718639023 86-13611361198

E-Mail liujian@eunicegroup.com zuozheng@eunicegroup.com guanhaipeng@eunicegroup.com

Shanghai Ziyou Exhibition and Services Co., Ltd. is a top all-rounded professional exhibition service provider engaged in exhibition engineering planning, 
design, production, transportation, delivery, construction and fitting. We have established large production bases in Shanghai and Beijing with premium 
professional designers, modern production facilities and an elite engineering team. We have been widely acclaimed by clients for our sophisticated 
technologies, outstanding quality, sound services, and practical and efficient delivery. Our custom-built booths feature open layout, thorough use of modern 
spatial art and display technologies to highlight features of the client's industry and company, thereby making clients' free thoughts come true. With 
numerous successful exhibition service cases and years of exhibition experience, we are fully confident to provide unique exhibition layout for exhibitors of 
the China International Import Expo so as to promote your corporate image and products. Our novel, unique and avant-garde design gives you unrivalled 
visual impact; Our production brings you unprecedented popularity and generates unlimited business opportunities; Our convenient, sound and all-rounded 
services facilitate instant negotiations and communication; Our fair and reasonable prices enable you to get better return on smaller investment.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ076
Shanghai Ziyou 
Exhibition and 
Services Co., Ltd.
61 Fuqiang Street, Qibao Town, 
Minhang District, Shanghai

Joe Zhou
(ContactsNo.1)

kevin.Zhang
(ContactsNo.2)

Frank.li
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-34202072-085 86-21-34202072-086 86-21-34202072-088

Mobile 86-13062798628 86-18621088628 86-13661468178

E-Mail ziyouexpo@vip.126.com ziyouexpo@163.com 154938504@qq.com

Founded in 1988, Canton Fair Advertising Co., Ltd. is a subsidiary of the China Foreign Trade Centre (Group) directly under the Ministry of Commerce of  
the People's Republic of China. It is certified with Grade II exhibition engineering. We have established long-term partnership with renowned domestic and  
foreign exhibitions such as the China Import and Export Fair (Canton Fair), China International Furniture Fair, E-Surfing Smart Ecosystem Expo and China  
Internet of Things and Cloud Computing Expo. And we were the visual designer and functional service point constructor of the 2nd China International 
Import Expo (CIIE) .

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ077
Canton Fair 
Advertising Co., Ltd. 
8F, Canton Fair Tower, 679 
Fengpu Middle Road, Haizhu 
District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 
Province

Jerry Li
(ContactsNo.1)

Ryan Chen   
(ContactsNo.2)

Lin
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-69761100 86-21-69761559 86-21-69761100

Mobile 86-13824411285 86-13610041071 86-13922154800

E-Mail lijinfeng@cantonfairad.com chenyujian@cantonfairad.com linchuan@cantonfairad.com
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Founded in 2011, Shanghai Zhending Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. serves major exhibitions with a total exhibition area of hundreds of thousands of 
square meters, builds a number of over 1000-square-meter two-storey booths every year, and boasts accumulating rich experience in booth building. 
As a designated service provider for exhibitions such as various game fairs, SIAL China and CIW, we have worked with many top exhibitors like 
Samsung, Google, Shanda, Facebook, Netease and JBL. With rich experience in serving international exhibitors, and quality-oriented and meticulous 
services, we deliver outstanding booth design and building services to exhibitors.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ078
Shanghai Zhending 
Exhibition Service 
Co., Ltd.
Room 415, Industry Building, 
1588 Lianhang Road, Pudong 
New Area, Shanghai

 Hong
(ContactsNo.1)

 Heidi Jiang
(ContactsNo.2)

Sunny
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-58606266 86-21-58606266 86-21-54843630

Mobile 86-16621263888 86-16621263999 86-18745066291

E-Mail zhenfeng01@188.com zhending05@188.com zhending02@188.com

Located in Pudong New Area, Shanghai Jinso Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a comprehensive exhibition provider of planning, design, production and building 
services. With a number of project professionals with great command of technological processes and designers that graduated from academies of fine arts, 
we offer global customers professional international branding services, including temporary exhibition decoration, showroom design and building, exhibition 
and convention planning and execution, etc.. Rich experience: With 16 years of experience in exhibition services, we have served a multitude of renowned 
enterprises and government departments at home and abroad. To date, we have delivered over 800 successful cases worldwide, including exhibition 
decoration, venue fitting, corporate showroom building and major offline events. Complete supplementary facilities: with tremendous design and production 
strength, as well as a plant covering an area of over 6,000 square meters in Shanghai, we offer truly integrated design and construction services. We also 
own audio-visual equipment worth over 10 million yuan, including large high-definition LED screens, imported stereo equipment, professional stages and 
stage lighting. Diversified channels: equipped with a strong team specialized in promotion, planning, creation and construction, we deliver exhibition and 
presentation, showroom decoration and conference planning. We have established long-term partnership with world-renowned exhibition companies to 
provide domestic and foreign exhibition solutions for clients.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ079
Shanghai Jinso 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 211, Building 6, No. 787, 
Kangqiao Road, Pudong New 
Area, Shanghai

 lynn Zhang
(ContactsNo.1)

Sherry Ding
(ContactsNo.2)

Bert Yao
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-61901381 86-21-61901381 86-21-61901381

Mobile 86-15800656369 86-18202138017 86-15316789360

E-Mail jinzh168@163.com 2758830263qq.com 281078238@qq.com

Founded in 2011 and headquartered in Shanghai, Shanghai Yingfu Exhibition Co., Ltd. is an international exhibition company specialized in exhibition 
design, production and building. With a number of high-quality exhibition professionals based in Germany, the United States and China, as well as 
service outlets in other areas, we have established a core team to provide integrated industrywide services, and we are committed to three major 
cultural  creative industries, namely global convention & exhibition marketing service, global brand operation, and spatial design and construction of 
showrooms and venues with a view to accomplishing the globalization of creative brand marketing. The company has been certified by ISO9001 Quality 
Management System and ISO14000 Environment Management System. With several regional operation centers across the world, a 200-member design 
team and 300 permanent professional workers, we serve over 2,000 clients annually in industries such as food, maternal & baby care products, electronic 
information, automobile, chemical, industrial equipment, biomedicine, new materials, catering & tourism and luxury goods. We have been ranked among 
the most competitive exhibition companies with the most advanced philosophy and professionalism, and we've always led the trend of market promotion, 
kept growing in the wave of fashion art, established our brand, become a designated builder for hundreds of exhibition hosts worldwide, and been highly 
acclaimed by the industry and clients through years of unremitting efforts. Balance between inheritance and innovation leads our way to the future. With an 
advanced quality control system, and efficient manufacturing and service systems, we offer professional booth building services for clients. We are ready 
to work with you for new success. With your support, we will keep making progress and contribute professional experience to the development of global 
creative brand marketing.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ080
Shanghai Yingfu 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 425, Industry Building, No. 
1588, Lianhang Road, Minhang 
District, Shanghai

Jet Li
(ContactsNo.1)

Lee Li
(ContactsNo.2)

zhiyuan li
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-33882698 86-21-33882996 86-21-80312678

Mobile 86-15618333809 86-18601700856 18918611949

E-Mail  yingfuzl2@163.com yingfuzl@163.com 2850294918@qq.com
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Zhanlifang PR Planning Company is a comprehensive provider of exhibition and display, marketing execution, and design and construction of showrooms 
and museums. With a plant over 6,000 square meters based in Shunyi, Beijing and Taixing, Jiangsu respectively, the company is able to provide 
construction service for exhibitions, conventions and other events,  turnkey  brand solutions including temporary warehousing and transportation, booth 
design and building; feasible display plan and temporary equipment for promotional activities; customized outdoor advertizing billboard design; and one-stop 
services including theme and environment design, permanent exhibit display, interior decoration and brand identity building for museums, showrooms and 
concession stores. In 2018, the company was honored to be named a designated building service provider for the First China International Import Expo.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ081
Zhanlifang PR 
Planning Company
66 Malinshan Village, Zhangzhen 
Town, Shunyi District, Beijing

Xiehaoren
(ContactsNo.1)

Cuizhenai
(ContactsNo.2)

Xieqinghua 
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-65436573 86-10-65436573 86-10-61481558

Mobile 86-18901309681 86-18901309682 86-13910830679

E-Mail bjzhanlifang@163.com 790571480@qq.com 472063874@qq.com

Shanghai IS Exhibition（Identity Solutions（was officially established in 2009 in Shanghai. It is a go-to member of the Atelier Damböck Group in China. With its 
294 employees worldwide, Shanghai IS Exhibition is servicing clients in 57 countries through the group’s network. These services primarily include exhibition 
booth design and construction, event planning and execution, and interior design and construction. Furthermore, adhering the concept of “As creative as I, 
As sincere as U”, Shanghai IS Exhibition is also fully capable of forming a one-stop solution for designing, planning and execution of multimedia contents and 
effects, commercial beauty planning, display material design, and R & D. Shanghai IS Exhibition is proud to be working with many long term clients, coming 
from industries such as manufacturing, automatization, consumer electronics, chemical, communications, real estate and many others. Shanghai IS Exhibition 
is also a member of IFES, Shanghai Exhibition Association, China Exhibition Center Association, and has passed the ISO 9001, ISO 140001, and the 3A 
certification of credit system. 85% of existing customers are foreign capital or joint ventures. By December 2019, Shanghai IS Exhibition has been a certified 
supplier of 189 well-known enterprises such as Huawei, Bosch, Voith, 3M, SIEMENS Healthineers, etc.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ083
Shanghai IS 
Exhibition Services 
Co,. Ltd.  
Rooms 219-220, Zone B, 
Building 1, No. 619, Longchang 
Road, Yangpu District, Shanghai

 Justin Liu
(ContactsNo.1)

 Richie Zhang 
(ContactsNo.2)

Shelly Lu
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-55139560-8008 86-21-55139560-8007 86-21-55139560-8009

Mobile 86-18868632580 86-18621777001 86-18616197262

E-Mail justin.liu@is-group.com.cn richie.zhang@is-group.com.cn shelly.lu@is-group.com.cn

Viewshop Exhibition & Display (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. is mainly engaged in  venue fitting, creative design and construction of custom-built booths, national 
pavilions and showrooms, as well as PR planning and operation management. With SQC certificate and 19 years of professional experience in exhibition 
services, the company has earned trust of multiple hosts and exhibitors for its superb services, creative design and outstanding engineering quality. We 
operate in 20 countries and regions on three continents, with a focus on venue fitting and custom-built booth building in addition to business shows, road 
shows and major events for one-stop solutions. The company is equipped with an efficient work team on which members learn from and complement 
each other. It has built an interactive exhibition platform for brand communication and brand image development that infuse vitality into every brand. As a 
company with years of experience in exhibition services, we have upheld the spirit of "creativity, toughness, professionalism, service", keep pressing ahead 
with persistent innovation, excelled at communication and collaboration, and set industrial trends. We will ensure your project success through our sincere 
and professional services.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ082
Viewshop Exhibition 
& Display (Shanghai) 
Co., Ltd.
Rooms 219-220, Zone B, 
Building 1, No. 619, Longchang 
Road, Yangpu District, Shanghai

Lucia Zhang
(ContactsNo.1)

Cherry Dan  
(ContactsNo.2)

Tracy Feng
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-32513138-888 86-21-32513138-878 86-21-32513138-875

Mobile 86-13817546096 86-13764481313 86-18621662285

E-Mail lucia.zhang@viewshop.net cherry.dan@viewshop.net tracy.feng@viewshop.net



Founded in 2008, Beijing KY-UNI International Advertising Co., Ltd. adopts  mature advertising platform operating philosophy, and maximizes actual 
application of modern advertising creativity. Over the years, we have paid close attention to the digitalization of brand identity display and brand marketing. 
Our ingenuous tools for audience-oriented advertising creation and brand marketing have been widely applied and well received in industries such as real 
estate, culture, education, convention & exhibition and charity. We have been unanimously recognized by clients for our professionalism and persistent 
exploration in advertising, major PR activities and exhibitions. We are committed to infinite creativity, and aimed to build world-class advertisements and 
exhibitions. We've establish long-term cooperation with top art directors from countries and regions such as Germany, Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore, and 
organized major exhibition and PR activities in over 20 countries.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ084
Beijing KY-UNI 
International 
Advertising Co., Ltd.
7A, Tower B, Linda Building, 
No. 8, Dongtucheng Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing

Jin Zhang
(ContactsNo.1)

Tresale
(ContactsNo.2)

Jayden wang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-64462616-8016 86-10-64462616-8017 86-10-64462616-8016

Mobile 86-18618375812 86-13436972942 86-13810218359

E-Mail jin_zhang@ky-uni.com tresa_sun@ky-uni.com jayden_wang@ky-uni.com
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Persistent and tenacious Lihong, a provider of ingenious exhibition! Guangzhou Lihong Exhibition Engineering Co., Ltd. is a professional exhibition 
company specialized in exhibition design and construction, interior design and decoration, and SI design in addition to material warehousing base and 
a manufacturing plant. With the service philosophy of "attention to every detail", we have provided one-stop services for clients to enhance their brand 
identity. We are committed to infinitely extending spatial aesthetics and making innovation in thought, knowledge, technology, operation and management, 
and striving for the perfect unity of aesthetics and business.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ085
Guangzhou 
Lihong Exhibition 
Engineering Co., Ltd.
Room 1702, No. 3, Panlong New 
Street, Pazhou, Haizhu District, 
Guangzhou

Sophie
(ContactsNo.1)

Avis
(ContactsNo.2)

Yang Zong 
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-85533866 86-20-85533866 86-20-85533866

Mobile 86-13802430178 86-13392636688 86-13924209088

E-Mail 81984898@QQ.com 121077174@QQ.com 82599971@QQ.com

DeShine (Beijing) International Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a large international group specialized in exhibition engineering design and construction. With over 
15 years of experience in the exhibition industry, the company has been certified with the Grade I qualification for exhibition engineering and the Grade 
I qualification for exhibition engineering design and construction. It's also designated exhibition service provider for national high-tech enterprises and 
administrative institutions in Beijing. Besides, it's certified by ISO9001 and ISO14001, and has won honors such as "China's Top 50 Exhibition Engineering 
Enterprises" and "China's Top 10 Exhibition Engineering Enterprises". Moreover, we have established an exhibition design research institute in association 
with Beijing Jianfeng Decorative Design Institute affiliated to the Jianfeng Group. Over the years, we have accumulated rich practical experience in major 
projects in cultural creative fields such as permanent display, venue operation, custom-built booth building, PR, brand strategy and digital multimedia. The 
company believes that ethics underpins our development. With the core concept of ethics-quality-brand integration, and the principle of combining culture, 
creativity, technology, management and services, we customize creative solutions and reliable construction schemes to render display beyond expectation. 
Besides, we have established five functional service systems (communication, reliability, response, guarantee, satisfaction), to ensure the integrity and 
effectiveness of client service. An all-round mechanism of communication-execution-feedback is adopted to ensure and enhance the service satisfaction 
rate of clients.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ086
DeShine (Beijing) 
International 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Building 22-16, Zone 2, 
Gaobeidian Village, Chaoyang 
District, Beijing

Winna
(ContactsNo.1)

Poplar   
(ContactsNo.2)

Anson
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-84775622 86-10-84775622 86-10-84775622 

Mobile  86-18201317320 86-18513108161 86-13520818788

E-Mail 327622273@qq.com poplar.li@qq.com 1353487639@qq.com
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Based in Shanghai, Shanghai Blueice Decoration Design and Engineering Co., Ltd. operates plants and warehouses in countries and regions such as 
Japan, Germany, Hong Kong, the United States and Singapore. As a recommended booth builder of the First China International Import Expo (CIIE 2018), 
we worked with 15 exhibitors including Hungary Pavilion, Reed Exhibitions, Tiger and Aomygod. In particular, Hungary Pavilion won the Third Prize for the 
Green Booth of National Pavilions during CIIE 2018. We have maintained long-term stable strategic cooperation with major global exhibition organizers, and 
established our brand influence at the International Consumer Electronics Show (CES), Global New Energy Vehicle Conference (GNEV), MEDICA, China 
International Exhibition Centre (CIEC), China International Industry Fair (CIIF) and Global System for Mobile Communications Association (GSM). We 
have provided overall exhibition solutions for Fortune Global 500 like Baidu, Alibaba, iFlyTek, DJ, SenseTime, Cambricon, Tesla, Intel, Microsoft, Tencent, 
Panasonic, Siemens, Volkswagen and Geely. Creativity, planning and innovation and better technologies are adopted to deliver diversified and all-round 
booth marketing solutions for exhibitors. Blueice would like to join your hands to achieve win-win results under the Belt and Road initiative!

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ087
Shanghai Blueice 
Decoration Design and 
Engineering Co., Ltd.
Room 1902-03, East Tower, 
BHC, No. 2218, Hunan Road, 
Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Maggie Wang 
(ContactsNo.1)

Philo Fei 
(ContactsNo.2)

Andrew Wang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-68391193 86-21-68391183 86-21-68391173

Mobile 86-13817609026 8618317179607 86-13641677803

E-Mail ciie-blueice-info@
blueiceexpo.com 

ciie-blueice-info@
blueiceexpo.com andrew@blueiceexpo.com

Founded in 2006 with a registered capital of 1 million yuan, Bes International Exhibit (China) Limited is a professional exhibition company specialized in 
exhibition design, planning and construction. Since our founding, through persistent exploration and accumulation, we have established a professional elite 
team and gained rich experience in exhibition & presentation planning, design, on-site building, contingent maintenance and post-exhibition dismantlement, 
exhibition tour, transportation and warehousing.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ088
Bes International 
Exhibit (China) Limited
Rooms 217-219, Building B3, 
No. 29, West Road, Hongwei 
Community, Haizhu District, 
Guangzhou

Meiling Zheng
(ContactsNo.1)

Vincy Huang   
(ContactsNo.2)

Yan Yin
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-37855191 86-20-37855191 86-20-37855191

Mobile 86-18502085161 86-15017567516 86-13602876307

E-Mail meiling@bes-expo.com hys@bes-expo.com yjx@bes-expo.com

Shanghai Asen Exhibition Project Co., Ltd. is a professional provider of exhibition planning, design and execution. Its services include booth design and 
building; showroom and prop design and construction; planning and organization of major event, commercial performance and conference; and brand 
communication and promotion. While providing professional design and exquisite construction services, we endeavor to enhance the brand value of 
clients. We are confident that we will meet clients' more fashionable and professional needs through our all-rounded, creative and efficient services. Clients' 
satisfaction means everything to us.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ089
Shanghai Asen 
Exhibition Project 
Co., Ltd.
Room 806, No. 84, Huayuan 
Road, Hongkou District, 
Shanghai

Kay Chen
(ContactsNo.1)

Wang Qin   
(ContactsNo.2)

Liu Cang Man
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-56635162 86-13061683238 86-17705812534

Mobile 86-13023252312 86-13061683238 86-17705812534

E-Mail 1046094948@qq.com 42565409@qq.com 17705812534@163.com
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Beijing Zuoshang Exhibition Co., Ltd. is an experienced provider of design and construction of major conventions & exhibitions and spatial display. Its 
services include environmental design and execution for exhibition halls of enterprises and institutions, and high-level government hosting exhibitions 
and commercial exhibitions. The company is equipped with an industry-leading design and production team of over 100 members, as well as a modern 
production plant covering an area of over 20,000 square meters in Bazhou. We have been appointed as member of the China Association for Exhibition 
Centers, and member of the China Chamber of International Commerce, member of the China Convention and Exhibition Society, member of the China 
National Interior Decoration Association, Beijing Green Decoration Enterprise and Outstanding Entity in Army-Civilian Co-construction, and we are certified 
with the Design and Construction Integration qualification from the China Association for Exhibition Centers. Based in Beijing, we aim to serve the world. 
With a precise and scientific management attitude, and a strong sense of responsibility and mission for the society and enterprises, we have earned 
unanimous praise from the industry while laying a solid foundation, and been ranked among the most competitive exhibition companies in China.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ090
Beijing Zuoshang 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Room 1006, Tower A, HuaYuan 
A Wonderful World, Building 46, 
Zhuanchangnanli, Tongzhou 
District, Beijing

Maoxin Shi
(ContactsNo.1)

Naixian Shi  
(ContactsNo.2)

Yangyang Guo
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-61516790 86-10-61516790 86-10-61516790

Mobile 86-13810677111 86-13126644000 86-13613883228

E-Mail zuoshangsmx@163.com zuoshangsnx@163.com zuoshangbj@163.com

Founded in 2001, Space Idea (Shanghai) Exhibition Design & Engineering Co., Ltd. is a professional exhibition company engaged in special booth design 
for international and domestic exhibitions, main venue service and cultural and creative business such as museum, science & technology museum, 
planning exhibition hall, thematic exhibition hall and theme park, as well as an enterprise providing one-stop services including planning, design, multimedia 
digital film, system integration, construction and operation. With the business concept of "business orientation, integrity foremost and pursuit of excellence", 
we have served enterprises among Fortune Global 500 and listed companies like Weichai, Yuchai, Samsung, Jing Liqueur, Epson, Sinopharm, Mitsubishi, 
Kohler and Siemens. We have built an elite team of over 300 members including experienced planners, designers and project managers from the U.S., 
Germany, France, Italy, Spain and Japan, including over 80 at Shanghai Company. We have branches, subsidiaries and modern exhibition production 
bases in Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Chengdu, Chongqing, Xinjiang, Milan (Italy), Frankfurt (Germany), Seoul (South 
Korea), Osaka (Japan) and other cities. Our Shanghai Plant covers an area of nearly 10,000 s quare meters. We designed image and atmosphere and 
arranged facilities for the First China International Import Expo in 2018 (1st CIIE).  We continued to be the official contractor for the design and construction 
of atmosphere of the national pavilion and special enterprise booths for the 2nd China International Import Expo in 2019 ( 2nd CIIE). In 2020, we will 
continue to dispatch an elite team of over 200 people to better serve the 3rd China International Import Expo (3rd CIIE)  with international standards of high 
quality, high efficiency and high requirements. Let's move forward hand in hand create prosperity again.
Website: www.spaceidea.net

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ091
Space Idea (Shanghai) 
Exhibition Design & 
Engineering  Co., Ltd.
6th Floor, Tower A, No. 2250, 
Pudong South Road, Pudong 
New Area, Shanghai

Liu Lin
(ContactsNo.1)

Bian Bei Hong   
(ContactsNo.2)

Gu Wei Wei
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-58878853-808 86-21-58878853-868 86-21-58878853-839

Mobile 86-13918502118 86-13918502156 86-13701874976

E-Mail 2853791993@qq.com 2853792015@qq.com 2853791935@qq.com

Founded in 2005 and headquartered in Guangzhou with branches in Beijing and Shanghai, Guangzhou Boom Chance Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. has 
focused on conference service and exhibition design and building for 14 years. With strong design capacity and a number of professional exhibition service 
staff and designers, the company has served the Canton Fair, machinery exhibitions, medical exhibitions and other major exhibitions for years. It is a 
designated custom-built booth builder for the Canton Fair. With fixed suppliers in a number of countries and cities across the world, we are able to deliver 
global exhibition construction.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ092
Guangzhou Boom Chance 
Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Room 1519, Kai Rong Du 
International Hotel, No. 3, Jianghai 
Boulevard, Haizhu District, 
Guangzhou, Guangdong Province

Wilson
(ContactsNo.1)

Louis
(ContactsNo.2)

Liu Yun Han
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-89882121 86-13619857666 86-20-89882361

Mobile 86-13903009547 86-18588867300 86-13825126156

E-Mail 2685441061@qq.com 4975155@qq.com 542931024qq.com
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Messe Perlon (China) Limited is a global professional exhibition company dedicated to design, production and construction of global exhibitions. Through 
years of development, the company has followed the development philosophy of co-growth with the world 's established enterprises and brands, and has 
integrated global resources to provide clients with a global turnkey service solutions. Messe Perlon has formed a competent global service team with 
highly qualified professionals and has set up branches in Germany, the United States, France, Spain, Brazil, Singapore, India, Russia, Turkey, Mexico 
and other 30 major countries. As the designated custom-built booth builder of the China International Import Expo, Perlon has served many international 
clients such as national pavilions including the United Arab Emirates, Portugal, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Dominica, Slovenia, and Australian Enterprise 
Pavilion , European Union Pavilion , Metro AG, SGS , Australia Post, etc.  Besides, Messe Perlon is the designated builder of CPHI Worldwide ,SNEC 
China, and CBME. Our global service network is able to deliver sound brand promotion, exhibitions, events, conferences, exhibition halls, advertising, 
logistics and other quality services up to the highest standards.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ093
Messe Perlon (China) 
Limited
Room 206, Block A, Puluona 
Business Plaza, 2145 Alley, 
Jinshajiang Road, Putuo District, 
Shanghai City,China

Free Zhao
(ContactsNo.1)

Elaine Jiao   
(ContactsNo.2)

Jack Lei
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-61406800 86-21-61406822 86-21-59275993

Mobile 86-18930698392 86-18801737256 86-18621563559

E-Mail free@messeperlon.com elaine@messeperlon.com Jack@messeperlon.com

Guangzhou Yixian Exhibition Design Co., Ltd. was founded in Guangzhou in 2008, and set up branches in Shanghai and Beijing in 2011 via integration of 
premium resources. As a leading exhibition designer and builder, the company has accumulated practical experience in major projects in areas such as 
exhibition & convention operation and management, custom-built booth design and building, business space design, activity planning and SI design. Having 
served a number of renowned domestic and foreign enterprises, the company has become an influential and representative enterprise in the industry. Its 
clients include renowned domestic and foreign brands like Guangdong Furniture Association, Alibaba, Red Star Macalline, Shenzhen International Art Design 
Center, Mengtian, Landbond, Tucson and AOPU. With the mission of helping clients enhance their brand image, the company has built an integrated one-stop 
exhibition service platform to meet clients' needs, kept exploring and innovating in concepts and practice, and made great efforts to promote the development 
of China's exhibition design and engineering.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ094
Guangzhou Yixian 
Exhibition Design 
Co., Ltd.
4th Floor, BTQJ Building, No. 
2842, Xingang East Road, 
Haizhu District, Guangzhou

Cheng Zhu
(ContactsNo.1)

Haibing Liao  
(ContactsNo.2)

Wuer Zhu
Compliant Contact

Tel 020-28902456 020-28902456 020-28902456

Mobile 13926091055 13922499935 13078858044

E-Mail 120042283@qq.com 2461492115@qq.com 443168016@qq.com

NOE Group, headquartered in Barcelona, Spain, is a group dedicated to comprehensive exhibition services such as professional exhibition design, setup, 
event planning, and interior decoration. It has several offices around the world, with major offices in Shanghai, Dubai, Moscow, Russia, Brazil, and Orlando, 
the United States. NOE China, part of the NOE Group, provides exhibition services in the Asia-Pacific region. With the group's advanced management 
system, stylish and creative design concepts, efficient, diligent and multilingual international project execution teams, and factories with good production 
technology and equipment, we have been been in China for more than 15 years, providing overall design and packaging for those companies who want to 
operate in China and its surrounding countries markets in exhibitions and events of all kinds of forms in various fields. The Shanghai office is the main office 
of NOE CHINA in China. Established in 2004, it is mainly responsible for booth setup and design. During the Expo 2010 Shanghai China, NOE China was 
responsible for the design and setup of the Spain Pavilion and Barcelona Pavilion, contributing to the event.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ095
NOE Concept Design 
Co., Ltd.
Room 616, Ju'an Building, No. 
211, North Urumqi Road, Jing'an 
District, Shanghai

Ceya Yu
(ContactsNo.1)

Steve Ju  
(ContactsNo.2)

Lisa Qu
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-51696889-827 86-21-51696889-823 86-21-51696889-821

Mobile 86-15921807976 86-13917427375 86-13817827960

E-Mail event.int@noechina.com production.int@noechina.com lisa@noechina.com
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Established in 2009, Shanghai XinQi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd. is a professional exhibition service company which integrates global exhibitions, 
exhibition halls, museums, venue planning and operation. After more than 10 years of development, it has grown into a very competitive exhibition 
service company, whose business covers all parts of the country as well as more than 20 countries and 100 regions, including those in Europe, 
Southeast Asia, and North America. Our business includes: on-site setup and operation, custom-built booth planning and production, exhibition hall 
planning and production, conference activities planning and operation. We have served the government sector and more than 1,000 famous enterprises 
at home and abroad, such as the Central Committee of the Communist Youth League of China, the Beijing Municipal Commission of Rural Affairs, China 
UnionPay, Alibaba, Juneyao Airlines, Nutrichem, WAFIOS (Germany), CarloSalvi (Italy), Hyo-dong (South Korea) and SoftBank (Japan). XinQi Exhibition 
ranks on the top of the most competitive exhibition companies in China with its exquisite technology, leading service concept and full dedication. It has 
become the designated builder and venue operator of dozens of industry organizers in China, and has won critical acclaim from customers at home and 
abroad. In 2017, the company passed the ISO9001 quality management system certification, and won many industry awards & qualifications, such as the 
level 1 license for exhibition engineering of the exhibition industry in Shanghai, green exhibition company, the most competitive brand in exhibition service, 
to name just a few.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ096
Shanghai Xinqi 
Exhibition Service 
Co., Ltd.
Room 207, Building A, No. 2588, 
South Hongmei Road, Minhang 
District, Shanghai

Lily
(ContactsNo.1)

Zhu Ying  
(ContactsNo.2)

Zhu Guo Hai
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-64127588 86-21-54739896 86-21-64128311

Mobile 86-13916648886 86-18017728678 86-13967777588

E-Mail shxinqi168@163.com 2880996952@qq.com 951500225@qq.com

With a registered capital of RMB50 million, Asia Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a highly innovative exhibition integration service provider specializing in the design and 
construction of corporate exhibition halls, exhibitions, conference activities, auto shows, and exclusive shops. With a modern production plant covering an area 
of more than 6,000 square meters, Asia Exhibition has a senior design team with more than 10 years, and a high quality and efficient execution team with 
extensive experience in project construction for more than 10 years. Headquartered in Shanghai, we provide a full range of design and construction services 
to more than 500 business customers every year, with its service network across the country. We have successful cases and rich experience in the real estate, 
decorative building materials, photovoltaic exhibitions, furniture exhibitions, telecommunications and electronics, beauty, pharmaceutical and chemicals and 
other fields, which has high reputation among our customers. We are moving forward with the greatest assurance. Asia Exhibition will continue to uphold the 
"infinite imagination" entrepreneurial spirit, and combined with the latest technology and innovative operation philosophy, constantly go beyond itself and create 
greater value for customers. With professionalism, dedication and concentration, Asia Exhibition helps customers enhance the influence of their brand projects.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ097
Asia Exhibition Co., 
Ltd.
3/F, No. 28, Lane 1399, Middle 
Xinfu Road, Qingpu District, 
Shanghai

Wendy
(ContactsNo.1)

Nancy Gao   
(ContactsNo.2)

Tiger Ren
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-51097077, 51097677 86-21-51097077, 51097677 86-21-51097077, 51097677

Mobile 86-18217785258 86-13310103029 86-13661540000

E-Mail 18217785258@139.com 13310103029@139.com 54755039@qq.com

Founded in 2008 with a registered capital of RMB10 million, Ningbo TOPRAY Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a one-stop service provider specialized in exhibition 
and display with comprehensive and integrated solutions from creative design to construction for customers. Based on the service philosophy of "TOPRAY 
is Worthy of Trust", the company responds quickly to customers’ needs 24/7, with its main businesses including custom-built booth design and setup, 
and design and construction of exhibition halls for various large-scale exhibitions, as well as planning of convention activities. TOPRAY Exhibition has 
professional planning, design, construction, setup and operation teams, all of which have established a completed, well-staffed system featuring clear-
cut division of labor and employees with rich experience. Thanks to our capacities to execute projects in accordance with international standards, we have 
served many national exhibitions such as the China-CEEE Expo, the China-ASEAN Expo and the China Independent Brand Expo, and have established a 
long-term partnership with leading brands and organizations such as China Mobile, Wasu Group, the Ningbo Free Trade Zone Imported Commodity Center, 
and NetEase Kaola. TOPRAY Exhibition creates maximum value and better experience!

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ098
Ningbo TOPRAY 
Exhibition  Co., Ltd.
Booth 7E06, Hall 10, Ningbo 
International Convention and Exhibition 
Center, No. 181, Huizhan Road, 
Yinzhou District, Ningbo, Zhejiang

Wang Lan
(ContactsNo.1)

Fan Quan
(ContactsNo.2)

Hu Qiu PIng
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-574-87990950 86-574-87927183 86-574-87927183

Mobile 86-13857408500 86-15825569400 86-13957400537

E-Mail 723135927@qq.com 670147220@qq.com 394861262@qq.com
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Founded in Shanghai in 2008, Shanghai Beam Exhibition Co., Ltd. is a highly innovative exhibition integration service provider, and is a company specially 
engaged in international and domestic special decoration project design and production. Our main businesses include: booth design, booth setup, business 
roadshow, ceremonies, activity planning, interior design and decoration, and design, production and release of all kinds of advertising. Our company holds 
accolades and distinctions as follows: ISO9001 Quality Management System certification, level 1 license for Engineering Enterprise, the executive member 
of the Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Industry Association (SCEIA), the executive member of the Technical Committee on Engineering, SCEIA, National 
Outstanding Exhibition Design Company, service provider for the Expo 2010 Shanghai China, and participation in the design and construction of the 
pavilions of Italy, Finland, Singapore and many other countries in exhibitions.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ099
Shanghai Beam 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
No. 14, Lane 401, Changle 
Road, Shanghai

Jack Yang
(ContactsNo.1)

Judy Zhu   
(ContactsNo.2)

Steven Wu
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-51988664 86-21-51988664 86-21-51988664

Mobile 86-13761322571 86-18721268644 86-15821526131

E-Mail beamyj@126.com beam2000@126.com beam1998@126.com

Beijing Unite-Idea Advertising Co., Ltd. (abbreviated: Unite-Idea) is a wholly owned subsidiary of China National Machinery Industry International Co., 
Ltd. (abbreviated: SINOMACHINT). It is a professional exhibition company focusing on the whole industry chain services such as the venue operation 
and management, event organization, exhibition engineering (design and production of corporation exhibition halls and museums), film and television 
production, graphic design, advertising. At present, it consists of 7 departments including exhibition department, operation department, engineering 
department, planning department, film and television department, design department and general affairs department. The total number of employees 
is nearly 50. At present, the venue operation management and custom-built booth construction are the company's main business. The venue operation 
management is mainly to provide the organizers of the exhibition with the inspection of application documents and design schemes, traffic management, 
logistics management, security management, construction and dismantling management, safety supervision management, etc. In terms of custom-
built booth construction, the company serves many well-known exhibitions at home and abroad for many years, with an average annual service area of 
nearly 50,000 square meters. It is the nominated constructor of large-scale exhibitions such as Western China International Fair, Shanghai International 
Educational Equipment Expo, China International Agricultural Machinery Exhibition. It has also participated in the custom-built booth construction work of 
well-known overseas exhibitions such as the French SIMA exhibition and the German BAUMA exhibition for a long-term cooperation. 

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ100
Beijing Unite-Idea 
Advertising Co., Ltd.
Room 1027, Danling SOHO 
Building, Danling Street, 
Zhongguancun, Haidian District, 
Beijing

Guo Zhanbiao
(ContactsNo.1)

Jiang Congling   
(ContactsNo.2)

Su Mingze
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-10-86476053 86-10-86476063 86-10-82559002-6102

Mobile 86-13911724754 86-13661293784 86-18310035936

E-Mail derek_kuo@qq.com derek_kuo@qq.com derek_kuo@qq.com

CONSTRAN is a company for exhibition and display integrated services. dedicated to empowering global brand stereoscopic display, which is customizing 
immersive experience exhibition halls, booths and event venue operation and management for global companies. CONSTRAN has been certified by 
ISO9001 International Quality Management System Certification, ISO14001 International Environmental Management System Certification（OHSAS18001 
Occupational Health and Safety Management System, and was listed as the first-class engineering qualification of China Exhibition Association Units, 
Grade B qualification units for architectural decoration engineering design, Grade II units for professional contractors in building decoration engineering（
and High-Tech Enterprises. CONSTRAN adheres to the road of professional, international, brand, and information development, adheres to cross-border 
development and personalized, high-quality, and high-level service awareness, and proposes a "business exhibition theme" service concept, using Theme 
definition planning, design, deductive interpretation of the plan, thematic revolution, and promote the development of the industry. In the subsequent 
development and growth, continuously deepened the new service model of "case zero carbon design, modular construction, and personalized service". 
Through the use of technical innovation and the sublimation of artistic themes, it combined "low carbon, green, and environmental protection" The 
development thinking leads the industry reform, giving customers a comprehensive, personalized, professional and accurate "comprehensive solution", to 
create worry-free personalized and quality services for customers.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ101
CONSTRAN (GuangZhou) 
International Exhibition 
Engineering CO., LTD.
10/F,Baogong Building, 
No.363 Longkou East Road, 
Tianhe district, Guangzhou 

Mao Yunfeng
(ContactsNo.1)

Lv Yuanzhen 
(ContactsNo.2)

Lv Yuanzhen
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-87556532 86-20-87556532 86-20-87556532

Mobile 86-18688383266 86-13427560420 86-13427560420

E-Mail benson@gy-cz.com Engine@gy-cz.com  Engine@gy-cz.com



Appendix 6 List of Recommended Special Booth Constructors

Established in Guangzhou in 1997, TGL Exhibition has a strong creative design and project management team, with a service scope covering exhibitions, 
conferences, event planning, etc. After brand upgrading and reorganization in 2012, it has vigorously developed space display and multimedia digital 
business, serving domestic first-line brands (Midea, San'an, Poly, Gree, etc.) and many international first-class enterprises (Hisense, Haier, Alibaba etc.) 
for a long time. TGL has got the ISO 9001:2008 certification, CAEC exhibition engineering Class I qualification, Grade-A Certificate of Enterprise Credit, 
and so on. Among 150 custom-built booth constructors in the China Import and Export Fair, it ranked top in terms of comprehensive strength. It boasts 
self-operated factories, a professional team composed by over 150 people with more than 20 years’ experience and adequate imported and domestic 
equipment for exhibition. It has rich experience in booth construction in domestic and overseas exhibitions (IFA, CES, AWE, AirshowChina, CIIE, etc.). We 
are committed to providing the best and creative solutions for customers.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ102
Guangdong TGL 
Exhibition Co., Ltd.
No. 207-208, West Tower, Building 
12, Phase 2, Juda Creative Park, 
Shibei Industrial Road, Dashi, 
Panyu District, Guangzhou

JunZhao Yan
(ContactsNo.1)

Liang  Zhang
(ContactsNo.2)

Heidi Li
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-20-85827173 86-20-85827173 86-20-85827173

Mobile 86-13560152334 86-13602400333 86-13826461771

E-Mail xocisu@tgl-expo.com zhangl@tgl-expo.com lihan@tgl-expo.com

Blue Ridge is an experienced and professional event planner and organizer for auto shows. It always focuses on client experience and is widely acclaimed 
in the industry. We look forward to cooperating with new partners. The name of the company comes from the first letter of Build, Leader, Unique and 
Experience. BlueRidge is committed to providing customers with integrated marketing and communication solutions that are result-oriented and with 
creativity and experience as core values.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ103
Blue Ridge Exhibition 
Services Co.,LTD.
21C-F, Block A, Yueda 
International Building, No. 1118, 
Changshou Road, Putuo District, 
Shanghai

Woody Yang
(ContactsNo.1)

Alex Zhao   
(ContactsNo.2)

Woody Yang
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-62109051 86-21-62109051 86-21-62109051

Mobile 86-13641962122 86-15901978472 13641962122

E-Mail yangqinyuan@blueridge.
com.cn

zhaojunxiang@blueridge.
com.cn

yangqinyuan@blueridge.
com.cn

Shanghai Ideacapital Media Co., Ltd., gathering senior planning and design elites in the industry, is engaged in brand image planning and promotion, 
graphic creativity, event planning and exhibitions as the core. With rich practical experience, it helps customers develop brand assets and find best way 
to create a powerful brand so as to lead the industry. The company has always been focusing on the creation and promotion of Chinese brand image. It 
uses brand strategies and visual marketing methods to improve brand added value and sales performance, and integrates brand culture, graphic vision, 
display space and virtual reality technology to provide professional, systematic and strategic brand integration solutions. As a professional company for 
cultural communication, Ideacapital Media has accumulated rich experience after years of unremitting efforts. And it has successfully created brand and 
visual images for many well-known domestic enterprises. By drawing on the management models and operating concepts of domestic and foreign excellent 
companies, combined with local economic development and practice, we provide customers with professional creative design and other comprehensive 
exhibition and brand promotion services.

Special Booth Constructor No.

TZ104
Shanghai Ideacapital 
Media Co., Ltd. 
1007, No. 15, Lane 86, Songya 
Road, Qingpu District, Shanghai

Li Shao Bin 
(ContactsNo.1)

Wang Wei
(ContactsNo.2)

David
Compliant Contact

Tel 86-21-68521569 86-21-68521569 86-21-68315595

Mobile 86-18601635186 86-13061709738 86-18602150688

E-Mail 1377013352@qq.com 554508371@qq.com david1606@qq.com


